_ Humboldt County holds
| tourism conference in hopes
of attracting outside visitors.

Concern about hazardous

waste and fault lines bring
proposed PG@E

expansion

into question.
.
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Welcome to

Buddhism 101
More than 30 HSU students traveled to a Buddhist monastery
outside of Ukiah to study a religion which predates Christianity
by 500 years. The Lumberjack joined them for the journey.
See story, page 3

GREG MAGNUS/ EDITOR IN CHIEF
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY DAWN LETAK
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In last week’s issue of The Lumberjack it was erroneously
reported the Arcata City Council approved a grant for a bird
sactuary. The grant was adopted.
In the Oct. 4 Opinion section, a sentence in Professor ‘fom
Jones’ opinion piece was changed.
The part in question should have read “student or professorial
colleague” instead of “student and professional colleague.”
The Lumberjack regrets the errors.
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Students explore religion at Buddhist beta
By Greg Magnus

for the criminally insane.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Founded in 1976 by Master Hsiian Hua,
the city isnow home to 20 monks, 140 nuns,

Last weekend 33 HSU students learned
the Path of Enlightenment may begin in
Ukiah.
The students took part in a weekend
religious studies class at the City of 10,000

As the story goes Hua bought the land and
buildings at the city 29 years ago for a extremely low price because the water the

Buddhas — a Buddhist monastery just east

find a new well were unsuccessful.

of Ukiah in the small town of Talmage — to
study and learn about a religion predating
Christianity by 500 years.
The program was started by HSU in-

structor and Catholic priest Father John
Rogers in 1991.

Rogers started visiting
the monastery in 1981

3

nt A

several peacocks and innumerable rabbits.

hospital used had run dry and attempts to
The abbot disagreed with the professionals and told a well digger where he should
excavate to find a new water source for the
monastery.

“So the guy digs down 50 feet and it’s
dry,”

Monaro

Sure

said.

| 1C digs to 100 feet

and

comes

back

“My ideal hope for students ... and says that he
feels like he’s takwould be for them to leave with ing our money begium and could not atcause there’s no waa new set of eyes, a new set of
tend this year. This
terhere. The abbot
semester’s group was led
says ‘No, no, don’t
by religious studies Pro- ears that would allow them to
worry. Keep digfessor
William seg inside and hear inside that — ging.’ So the guy
Herbrechtsmeier.
digs down 150 feet
“I thinks it’s always they need to slowdown and to
60 feetandstrikes
but received an opportunity to study at the University of Leuven in Bel-

good to take students
some
place
new,”
Herbrechtsmeier said.
“Many students told me
after the trip that it was
one of the most deeply

"
be true.
REV. HENG SURE
Buddhist monk

water.”
Sure said he
didn’tknow exactly
how

much

water

pours into the well

moving experiences of their lives. It was
also good for me because I learned new

things about Buddhism and was reminded
of some things I had forgotten.”
“My ideal hope for students — despite

the limitations of the weekend — would be
for them to leave with a new set of eyes, a
new set of ears that would allow them to see
inside and hear inside that they need to slow
down and to be true,” said Rev. Heng Sure,

a University of California at Berkeley Buddhism instructor and monk for 19 years.
Before becoming the City of 10,000 Bud-

dhas the 480 acres ofland and 70 buildings
the monks and nuns now occupy used to be
the Mendocino State Hospital, a state prison

but estimated it to
be about 300 gallons per minute from a

tributary of Clear Lake.
Besides being the City of 10,000 Bud-

dhas’ patriarch, Hua also provided the city
with its name, which is readily apparent as
soon as one enters the Buddha Hall. The

walls are covered floor to ceiling with golden
Buddhas each hand-built by the abbott —

who created seven a night, forgoing sleep.
Simple arithmetic indicates it took him
about 1,428 days — or just under four years
— to finish the task.

GREG MAGNUS / EDITOR
IN CHIEF
Buddhist monks gather in the Buddha Hall three times a day — at 4 a.m. for
Morning Recitation, at noon for the Meal Offering and at 7 p.m. for Evening

Chanting. There are 20 monks and 140 nuns at the City of 10,000 Buddhas.

dents, kindergarten through 12th grade,
and acollege program offering bachelor and

master’s degrees in Buddhist studies and

The former wards — some unused, oth-

practice, Buddhist education and transla-

ers in disrepair — are now used for calligra-

tion of Japanese, Sanskrit, Latin or Chinese.

phy labs, art studios, private and public

“It was very quiet,” said Camille Steneck,

Buddhist libraries, classrooms for 78 stu-

an undeclared freshman. “There was this

a

aura of extreme — I don’t know the word for
it — when everything is wrapped up and
taken care of. An aura of contemplation.
“T really enjoyed it there because of the
ability to be without negativity of any sort.
There were no outside forces, no pressures.
Everybody had a good state of mind, a positive state of mind. The friendliness was outward. They were very accepting and the
willingness they had to teach what they knew
was refreshing,” she said.
Students were separated by gender
throughout the weekend. Although males
and females ate, worshipped and participated in discussions simultaneously, they
sat on opposite sides of the room. Other
rules for guests included no smoking, no
alcohol consumption or drug use, no meat
eating, no revealing clothing including shorts

and no killing of any creature.
Besides observing the same laws the
monks and nuns adhere to students also
adopted the monastic lifestyle for their brief

stay.
Days began at 4 a.m. with Morning Recitation of prayers. Studertts walked across
the campus with flashlights in the predawn
darkness because the monks and nuns don’t
light the compound.
At 5 a.m. men and women went to sepa-

rate locations to meditate for an hour. After

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

meditation students ate a vegetarian breakfast —a luxury considering monks and nuns
under the age of 60 eat once a day.
Classes and discussions filled the hours

Frank Broadhead, a student of T’ai-chi Ch’uan for six years and friend of the monastery, leads HSU and University of
California at Berkeley students in a mid-afternoon martial arts lesson last Saturday.

See Buddhism, page 8
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Bookstore
ON THE PLAZA
753 8TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
82601959

color contribute to

by the publisher.

rise in price of

For the total you
BER

@ Paper, more

They can set any price they want.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Students are now halfway
through the textbooks they bought
this fall — textbooks that will be

more expensive next semester.
“They are going up in cost, and
that is reality,” said Ron Durham,
general manager of the HSU Book-

store.
The cost of textbooks have increased for a number of reasons
including the rising cost of paper.
Durham spoke ata September Associated Student’s meeting, it
stated in the A.S. minutes, that the

CORNER of H & 18TH
796 18TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
82201384

“For every dollar we get from a
customer for a textbook, 73 cents

Durham said. “The other 27 cents
is actual HSU bookstore costs.”
The Asso-

By Megan Fitzgibbon

r NTs Le

:

goes directly to the publisher,”

texts.

et

The cost of a book is usually set

price of paper has caused an average increase of $1 to $4 per book.
The increases in book prices
are also due to “more color and
technical information,” Durham

said. “You have to remember the
publishers are for-profit. The thing
about textbooks is that usually you
can only buy from one company.

ciation

oO

American
Publishers

f

ciation

er
‘ publisher's income is 7.6 aft
taxes.

ceeded its quantity limit.

to cover freight charges, store per

instance the book will be worth the

textFor every dollar spent on
cents
books the bookstore takes 27

Students can also receive money
if the book is not being used at
HSU but has market value. In this

and
sonnel, administrative costs

wholesaler’s predetermined price,

store occupancy

“We do push used books
here. Students want used
books.”

and The National Assoof

RON DURHAM

College
Stores gath-

bookstore general manager

ered the statistics for the

breakdown of the 73 cents per dolwas published
lar. The information
in “The Value of a Textbook,” a
brochure received by students
when they purchased their books.

The breakdown is as followed:

* publisher’s paper, printing,
and editorial costs are 35.9 cents.
¢ author’s income is 7.5 cents
after taxes.

and if the bookstore has not ex.

Ne

are 9.7 cents.

costs.

“The goal
of the bookstore is to not
make a profit
from the sale
textof
”
books, “The
Value of a
Textbook”
stated.
An alterna-

sale. Students can check the specific subjects and contact the seller,
Some bookstores off campus will
also buy used textbooks. However,
new textbooks are generally not
sold at these bookstores. Textbooks are “no fun” according to

Northtown Books. The postage is

expensive and books stay on the

buying used books. The bookbuyback system and the Associ-

shelf for awhile.
Schools smaller than 15,000 stu-

ated Students’ book exchange help
students save money.
“We do push used books here,”
Durham said. “Students want used

dents are not recommended to have

books.”

off-campus bookstores that only

carry textbooks. It is difficult to be
a 100 percent service.
“If textbooks were profitable

According to the brochure, stu-

there would be off-campus book-

dents will receive 50 percent of the

stores,” Durham said.
The large size biology, English

original value if the book has been

¢ publisher’s and author's taxes

semester, if it is the correct edition

i

slips of paper that list the books for

is

tive to purchasing new books

¢ publisher’s marketing costs are
12.9 cents.

PEs.

The A.S. book exchange is located in the South Lounge, where
every subject has its own slot for

requested to be used at HSU next

See Bookstore, page 5
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Researcher to give seminar
on ‘World Peace Formula’
John Waters, an independent

Waters said his research for the

Humboldt County scholar and researcher, will givealecture entitled
“The World Peace Formula” this

peace formula is an amalgam of
psychological and scientific methodsand noted that the path to peace
requires compromise among all
belief systems and social groups.
“Those people who take an interest and apply the World Peace
Formula will work to end war on
this planet,” Waters stated in a
press release.

Saturday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in

HGH 226.
The lecture will entail discussion of Waters’ formula for better
health and social welfare through
the application of psychic energy
and complete cooperation.

THE
PLEASURE
CENTER
Leather Lingerie
Leather Levis
Artwork
Jewelry
Erotic Toys

Bookstore
" MAROLYN KRASNER / CAMPUS EDITOR

¢ Continued from page 4

Sam Sonntag, associate professor of political science,
spoke Monday about the “Role of Multinational
Corporations in India” during the Campus Center for
Appropriate Technology’s Peace-A-Thon. CCAT is putting
on the week-long event as a fund-raiser to upgrade the

and other books could be car-

ried. The very selective, expensive and different types of
books would be a risk for offcampus bookstores. We do
not have a choice, we need to

center’s battery system which helps to power the house
on foggy days. Flyers are posted around campus
explaining the different activities happening through
Friday.

carry 100 percent, Durham
said.
The HSU bookstore is a

part of the University Center.
It is governed by a board of
directors along with other ar-

LUMBERJACK

eas, such as CenterArts and
Center Activities. The board
of directors has subcommit-

ON LINE

tees to cover these areas more
specifically.

http: //137.150.224.80
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rity system or the rising costs
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KHSU celebrates its 35th year -with friends
@ From 10 to 9,000

radio and television professors as
an educational radio station that
also functioned as a training facility for students interested in broad-

watts of power,
KHSU is still
growing.
mo

Thirty-five years ago yesterday
KHSC broadcast for the first time

out of Humboldt State College.
Volunteers and staff celebrated

with a birthday
Wagner

House

party in the
where

KHSU’s

office is located.

The station has come a long
way since it was “born” Oct. 17,
1960.

In

1972

KHSC

was

re-

named KHSU. At that time the
station was on the air from 3 to 9

p.m. Monday

through Friday.

KHSU is now onthe air 24 hours-

a-day everyday.
In the early days the station was
operated by HSU students and

ae

Mad

Today there are more than 130
volunteers and a paid staff of seven
full-time employees.
KHSU’s Volunteer Coordinator
Barbara Townsend has been on
staff since April.
“What I see is KHSU developing into a really solid station for the

volunteers who work around the

|

clock. “Without volunteers we
wouldn’t happen,” Townsend
said.

|

Thelma Burgstahler, of Eureka,
has been a volunteer at KHSU for
14 years. She started volunteering

as a disc jockey after she retired
from teaching. She has worked on
every fund drive KHSU has held
since she has started volunteering.

“I like KHSU

ing in 1981 she came to the station
right away because “it was some-

thing I needed, something different,” Burgstahler said.
In the beginning KHSU could
MAROLYN KRASNER / CAMPUS EDITOR

Chiropractic
Mihalka,

D.C.

Chiropractic

Sports

Physician

esports injuries
eneck & back pain
estress alleviation
eheadaches
« Arcata

KHSU’s General Manager Jill Paydon, who began her tenure 16

* 822-7044

only be received around most of
Arcata. In 1990 KHSU improved

years ago as a volunteer, helps celebrate KHSU’s 35th birthday.

its signal to Garberville, Willow

well as combinations of both —

Creek and the Ferndale and
Fortuna area.
There will be a free screening

crease its power from 100 watts
to 9,000 watts since 1982.

Jill Paydon, general manager
of KHSU, started out at the sta-

Treating:

and I like the

people here,” she said.
When she retired from teach-

grants KHSU has been able to in-

River

Street

There are between 130 and 150

KHSU is facing reduced funding from the federal government,
Townsend said. In order to survive the station relies heavily on
the support of listeners.
In 1979 KHSU had its firstmembership drive. Staffand volunteers
are gearing up for another pledge
drive which is set to begin Oct. 28
and last until Nov. 10.
With money from donations and

Licensed

11th

|

times,” she said.

Louis

770

|

cast.

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS EDITOR

f

|
|

programming in 1984 with National Public Radio’s “All Things
Considered.”
Townsend said people have
shown supporta “professional sta-

tion in 1979 as a volunteer and
has watched the station evolve.
She said the station has gone from
being wild and crazy to being

really. good and really bad — as

and then to being a professional
radio station.
Support from the university has
been helpful, Paydon said. HSU
has come through “with the commitment to maintaining diversity
to our programs.”
The station introduced satellite

Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Founders
Hall 118 of the documentary “Air
Fare” which is about some of the
on-air personalities on KHSU.
There will also be a dance at
Brewin’ Beats in Arcata Sunday.
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shown up.
e A juvenile male that had been

circling the science buildings for
three hours was found in possession of university keys Saturday

afternoon. The keys were returned
to the boy’s mother, an HSU employee, who thought she had lost
e A Sunset Hall resident

reported being hit on the head
by another student Wednesday afternoon. The suspect is
only known as “Buddy.”
¢ Early Wednesday morning a Sunset Hall living group

them. The boy was arrested on an
unrelated count of possession of
stolen property.

advisor reported finding his
chair in the third floor TV

lounge. The previous day the
chair disappeared and was

declared missing while the
LGA vacuumed his room.
¢ Beehives near CCAT

House suffered a barrage of
airborne rocks at the hands of

three high school-aged children Wednesday evening.
The juveniles were banned
from campus. One beehive
was damaged.
e Thursday afternoon an
unidentified man was caught
on tape shoplifting drawing
tools from the Bookstore. He
is still at large.

¢ A bicycle abandoned on
the Hill Quad was taken for
safekeeping early Thursday
morning. Its owner has not

e At midnight on Saturday a
person was seen swinging from
the rope on the Redwood Bowl

flagpole but could not be located
when UPD arrived.
¢ The HSU Greenhouse was

broken into Sunday morning and
$10 was taken. The plants were
left unharmed.
e An odor of natural gas was
noticed byasecretary in Bret Harte
House Sunday morning. An engi-

neer suspected carpet solvent was
to blame after he tested the air with
a device called the “sniffer.”
¢ Shortly after midnight Sunday the APD requested UPD assistance in helping a party organizer disperse his party on Mill
Street. The organizer had not requested the dispersal and — because there was no complaint —

the party rocked on.
¢ Early Sunday morning a car
was reported having been parked
in the Sunset Court 20-minute
parking zone for six hours, but
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Good

UPD was busy not dispersing

the aforementioned party.
¢ Two bongs were confiscated in Sunset Hall Sunday
afternoon.
¢ Four “intoxicated transient-appearing” people were
in the HSU Greenhouse at

residence hall window. It was
found in the Sunset-Redwood
fire lane, transported to UPD
and is listed in poor condition.
e An emergency call box in

elations—

Mon.- Sat.
10-7
Sun.
12-5

JACOBY'S
ARCATA

noon on Monday. They were
sent on their way. The plants
were unharmed.
¢ Monday morning an answering machine fell from a

STOREHOUSE
. 822-2866

¢ Luxurious Lingerie

¢ Bridal Registry

fabulously priced
sizes petite - 4x
¢ Toys, Books & Games’
for adventurous couples

¢ Bridal Showers &
Pleasure Parties
Video & Game Rentals

Our commitment is to
intimacy, education and safe,
healthful pleasure...

the University Center elevator
was activated Tuesday morn-

Open
House
Friday, Oct 20

ing, but only music was heard
by the dispatcher. The elevator was found empty.
e A bike was reported stolen

from in front of Forbes Complex Tuesday morning. The
bike is valued at $600.

10 am-9pm

e A car battery was reported

stolen Tuesday morning from
a vehicle in the library parking
lot.
¢ A counterfeit $20 bill was

found

in

the

University

Center’s business office cash

receipts on Tuesday. The bill
may have been passed at a recent football game.

Compiled by Andrew Jones

Association is proud to sponsor

. «x5 BIG Gayy,

_”
:

JACKS
MS
CHIC
Kick off:

2pm
Tickets

Je lolestsreosistet-a, °*
At Humboldt

State |s""° 24
Concert &
Dance

“Something for everyone”
Saturday, Oct. 21

oe

11 am-1:30 pm, University Events Field
Food + Entertainment * Calypso Band

%

Alumni, students, faculty & staff welcome
Students $5 (“J” points accepted), $7.50 General, Golden Grads: $5

Required
826-3666

8 pm.
West Gym
Sponsored by
Student-Alumni
Network
Free to HSU

:

7

All Alumni, Faculty & Staff invited Vv
No Host Beverages ** Entertainment

students & Alumni
Association members

Cost:

++ Hors D’oeuvres

with student I.D.

$7.50 Reserved
$3 Students
$1 Children 7-12
Under $7 free

After game until 7 pm,
Green & Gold Room in Founders Hall

or Association
card

For more Homecoming information, call “Homecoming Central”

Office of Alumni Relations at 826-3132

$3 General
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Buddhism
f

ad

¢ Continued from page 3
between breakfast and gathering again at Buddha Hall for
the Meal Offering, where the
monks, sister and lay-people

New York

$159*

Frankfut
London

$229
$229*

Tokyo
Bangkok

$265*

met to pray before walking to

the dining hall together for

¥

San Jose

$382*
$249*

Guatemala
Quito

$249*
$335*

Auckland
Sydney

“fares are each

way

from

unch. Following lunch were
more discussions, a brief T’aichi Ch’uan demonstration,
dinner and Evening Chanting.
After lunch students were

given an hour to themselves.
Some students toured the
campus or talked to nuns and
priests. Most took a nap after
being awake eight hours by

$465*
$505*

Saw Francisco

based

noon.
“Tt was just too busy,” said
Eleancre Tennyson, who took

the class through HSU’s Over60 program. “There were

on a

foundirip purchase. Restrictionsa
a
are nol
included.
Call for other worldwide destinations

some nice things but I think they
tried too much.
“I really enjoyed the discussions. They were very interesting but towards the end I was
counting the minutes to get

home. It was all too much for
me,” she said.

“] just figured this was their

lifestyle and they were just ex-

posing us to it,” said her husband Todd Tennyson, who figured ifthere had been more time
to get used to the Buddhist’s
long hours the weekend would
have been more enjoyable for
his wife and him.
“There wasn’t any time for a
transition into their lifestyle but
that’s just the way things are,”

he said. “But I did sleep in this
morning.”

the concert is free.

CAMPUS EDITOR

Traditionally Homecoming is a
time for alumni to come back to
HSU and relive memories. How-

ever this year it will serve another
purpose.
The Student Alumni Network
has arranged this year’s Homecom-

ing as a time to bring together

alumni and future alumni.
James Schultz, co-chair of the

Student Alumni Network and a
ation
said
business administrsenior

“SAN was formed to create networking between alumni and students, to increase job possibilities
at Humboldt to graduates” as well
as creating basic social connections

between the alumni community
and students.
“We found that there was a big
gap between the alumni and students,” Schultz said. “We didn’t

know who they were and they

530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Ste. 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL

MATADOR

GAD

MOTEL

Jacuzzi Bath In The Privacy Of Your Own Room
Affordable Rates for Parents

, nae -800-226- 8624)

APPROVED

° $20 off any three night stay
¢ $10 off any two night stay
e $5 Additional off if you stay over Sunday Night

way
BY

students to get together because

By Marolyn Krasner

Council Travel

AVAILABLE

Students, alumni search for
_ Homecoming connections

PHONE!

129 4TH & "C" STREETS

For reservations call

CA

(707) 443-9751

an alumni art exhibit, the Golden

Graduate’s ceremony (where
members of the alumni are chosen

to be Homecoming

king and

queen), a Homecoming barbecue,
the football game, a car show anda
free concert by the Humboldt Calypso Band.
He said the Calypso band will
be a chance for the alumni and

“The SAN is also working on
mentorships, getting students
linked up with alumni.”
Gladys Strope, last year’s Homecoming Queen, a 1944 graduate in

education and native of Eureka,
said bringing the students into the
Homecoming celebrationsis great.
She said there will be an all-

alumni gathering but “the overall
concept of having everyone together is really a good one.”
“I’ve always been a bit of a
intergenerational person and |

don’t like people categorized into
this age and that age...because |
think we’re all here for one
purpose...to get an education,”
she said. “We all care about Humboldt and we should be doing it
together.”
Cathleen Cristensen received
her master’s degree from Humboldt in education in 1990. She
said the events that are happening

this year are good. Although when
she thinks of homecoming she
thinks of the football.
She said the game is a fun way to
get the community together.

“] think it’s important how they
recognize people from the past,”
Cristensen said. “I think that helps

bring them together.”

G66L ‘OE “AON Sauidxy

Ease your way back into the semester
with a
50 Minute Massage at HealthSPORT.

© EUREKA,

didn’t know who we were.”
This year’s events will include

“The main goal is just to create
relationships right now,” he said.

Therapists
Lynda Keegan and Rob Rice offer you a session
for $26 payable with coupon at the time of appointment
Call 822-3488 to schedule today!

Wo

sandwiches and

pizza by the slice
next to the Arcata Theatre
2 blocks off the plaza

FRESH VEGGIE & FRUIT JUICES
*SOUPS*
HAPPY HOUR 5-6 p.m - Prices 1/2 off Veggie Drinks

1504 G Street, Arcata
826-0469
AMOS ONAN Se Cel aaa!

‘ene oft Any Drink With Coupg,
‘EXCEPT WHEATGRASS AND SPECIALS:
ean

Oye

i

amipnaripagthabae

an

A

eli

RG

plinth

mop

OPEN ’TIL 2 A.M.
Thurs ¢ Fri ¢ Sat
quarter pie slice...$2.50 + tx.
whole pie w/1 topping...$9.00 + tx.
(extra toppings....80¢ each )

fresh pesto or tomato sauces available
1034 G. St., Arcata

e 822-1927
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Victims of breast cancer honored at vigil
B Candlelight ceremony
features poetry, music
and testimonial of breast

cancer survivors.
By Stacy Ford
COMMUNITY EDITOR

In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness
Month breast cancer survivors, their families, friends and those who have lost loved

ones to the disease gathered Monday night
for the second annual Candlelight Ceremony at the Eureka Women’s Club.
“On this night (we are here) to remember
those women we have lost to breast cancer,” Sharon Fennell, master of ceremo-

nies, said. “(And we are here) to honor and
support ... those still fighting the battle.”
Fennell’s experience with the disease
started with her friend Geraldine Goldberg.
When Goldberg was diagnosed Fennell said
her first reactions were “shock, then tears,

then action.”
The ceremony was sponsored by Bosom
Buddies, a breast cancer support group,

the Breast Cancer Early Detection Program
Regional Partnership, BCCCP, the Cancer
Program, the Women’s Resource Center,

St. Joseph Health System of Humboldt
County and the American Cancer Society.
It was an evening of music, poetry, honor
and remembrance dedicated to victims of
breast cancer.
Starting the event was the Arcata Interfaith Gospel Choir with two songs special
to the ceremony, “Hold On” and “Order

KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Candles were lit and prayers were given at the Candlelight Ceremony for Breast Cancer Awareness Month Monday night
at the Eureka Women’s

Club.

develop breast cancer every year and 45,000

My Steps.”

Richard Dunning and Dana Nielson —

of those succumb to it, said Dr. Kent Adler,

and died from the disease,” he said.
Adler said the fear that comes with the

whose partners were recently diagnosed
with breast cancer — each read poems they
wrote about their experiences.
Although great progress has been made

associate professor of oncology at Stanford

diagnosis can be overwhelming and difficult

Medical Center. Adler, who is a physician
for many Humboldt County breast cancer

to comprehend.
“T still don’t understand it,” he said. “It’s

survivors, spoke at the ceremony.

something that is ... very, very scary.”

in the search for a cure, 180,000 women

“We must honor those who have fought

Three breast self-examination patterns
All women over 20 should practice monthly breast self-examination (BSE). Regular
and complete BSE can help you find changes in your breasts occurring between
clinical examinations and mammograms.
Women should examine their breasts when they are least tender, usually seven
days after the start of the menstrual period

Vertical strips
Starting in the armpit, proceed downward to
the lower boundary of the search area. Move
a finger’s width toward the middle of your
chest and continue palpating upward until
you reach the collarbone. Repeat this until you
have covered all breast tissue. Make at least six
strips before the nipple and four strips
after the nipple.

see Cancer, page 13

Breast cancer facts
¢ Breast cancer is the second leading cause

¢ Breast Cancer Action, a San Francisco

of death for women in California where an
estimated 20,000 women will be newly di-

based group stated in a brochure one in
eight women will be diagnosed with the

agnosed in 1995, according to the Califor-

disease during her lifetime. More than 70

nia Department of Health Services

— Can-

percent of the women diagnosed will have

cer Surveillance

Cancer

no known risk factors.

Unit and

Breast

Early Detection Program.
Humboldt County is third on the list of
counties where the incident rate of breast
cancer is highest.

In Northern California within the past 10
years breast cancer has tripled in women 30

to 34; it has quadrupled in women 35 to 39.

Breast
cancer awareness
calendar of events
Thursday — National Mammography Day. Local mammography facilities are
offering special events, prices and incentives.

Imagine your breast is divided like the spokes
of a wheel. Examine each separaie segment,
moving from the outside boundary toward the

Thursday — “Brown Bag BSE,” a breast self-exam class, will be held at noon at the

nipple. Slide fingers back to the boundary, move

American Cancer Society, 2942 F St., Eureka. For more information call 442-1436.

over a finger’s width and repeat this procedure
until you have covered all breast tissue.

Thursday — Nancy Evans of Breast Cancer Action will speak about “The Politics
of Breast Cancer” at the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship Hall, 3471 Jacoby Creek

Road, Bayside, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. A $3 donation is suggested.

Circle
Imagine your breast the face of a clock.
Start at 12 o’ clock and palpate along the
boundary until you reach your starting point.
Then move down a finger’s width and
continue palpating in ever-smaller circles
until you reach the nipple. Depending on
the size of your breast, you may need
eight to 10 circles.
SOURCE: “Breast Self-Examination,” American Cancer Society
GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

Saturday — Healthsport in Arcata and Cable Rep. Advertising will sponsor a Breast
Cancer Awareness party at Healthsport. Women’s organizations will be allowed to set
up displays of materials and products. The event will be held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday — A breast health forum and discussion entitled “Every Woman Counts”
will be at held at Azalea Hall in McKinleyville from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Oct. 31 — “Tuesday Night Talk” with host Julie McKay on KHSU (90.5 FM) will
feature guests in a live call-in talk show about breast cancer issues.
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Officials band together to save academy
eo

Hi Facing the
possible loss of the
police academy,
school officials try
to make required
changes.
By Steven McDonald

With the possible loss of its police academy looming, College of
the Redwoods officials and county

law enforcement are working together to ensure the academy
doesn’t lose its certification.

For now the program has been
put on suspension, excluding the
class, until POST

can

evaluate the problems.
Arcata Police Chief Mel Brown,

a graduate of the program in 1972,
sees the possible loss of the Basic
Academy asa threat to the citizens
of Humboldt County.
“This is the most serious threat
to public safety in Humboldt
County that I have seen in my entire career,” he said. “I’m willing

to do anything I have to do to keep
the program. This is something
we just can’t allow to happen to
our community.”
Brown

closest academy — in Santa Rosa.
The Training Delivery and
Compliance Bureau of the state
Commission on Peace Officer
Standards and Training (POST)
sent a letter to school officials and
county police chiefs expressing
concerns about the program.
Mark Edelstein, CR vice president

LUMBERJACK STAFF

current

the class would force prospective
cadets in the area to travel to the

said all 22 of his staff

received training at CR. Ending

for academic

affairs, said

POST has two major concerns
about the CR academy.
The number of instructors has
been cut back and the number of
administrators teaching classes —

rather than law enforcement offcials — has been increased.
The changes are due to financial
cutbacks that have affected programs across the campus, he said.
Closing the program would

“have a devastating effect on local
law enforcement,” Edelstein said.

“It would be difficult for them to
recruit out of the area.”
“Weareconcerned about proper

staffing for this academy,” Ron
Allen, chief of the POST’s Train-

ing and Compliance Bureau, said
ina telephone interview from Sacramento. “If there is a problem we
want to get it fixed — that is our
goal. We intend to work with everyone and try to solve this problem. We want qualified instructional staff but we’re not going to

KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

College of the Redwoods police academy cadets practice target shooting for part of their
training. CR officials and county law enforcement agencies are working to save the program.

tell the president how to run his
college.”
Edelstein doesn’t see POST’s
concerns as major issues and is
optimistic about the future of the
academy.
“We believe that all of the faculty and staffin the Basic Academy
are well-qualified,” he said. “Only
a third of the instruction is being

annual

provided by our full-time staffand
two-thirds are provided by people
working in law enforcement. I’m
very confident that we will be able
to work this out with POST.”

In the next two weeks a team of
POST evaluators will conduct a

midterm review of the academy.
The team will inspect the entire
academy, but its main focus will be

on management and staffing.
Both Edelstein and Allen said

they are confident CR will solve
the financial and staff cutbacks nec-

essary to keep the program.
Edelstein said CR will wait until
the state makes an evaluation and

attempt to make the necessary
changes.

Clin,

Flu

Flu shots — $5 for students, faculty & staff
at the Student Health Center
People for whom flu shots can be life-saving and who should be immunized are those:
¢ over 65 years old

¢ with chronic disease involving heart, lungs, liver, kidneys or blood
e with AIDS, cancer or other conditions that might affect the immune system
¢ who have had their spleen removed.

Clinic times
Wednesday, Oct. 25
Thursday, Oct. 26
Thursday, Nov. 2
Friday, Nov. 3

1:30-4:30
1:30-4:30
1:30-4:30
1:30-4:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Others who may want to be immunized:

¢ students and teachers
(because of frequent contact with fairly large numbers of people who transmit infection)
e health care workers who may be repeatedly exposed to infection
e anyone else who want to avoid coming down with influenza.
Student Health

Center
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Conference focuses on tourism industry. |
@ Tourism conference explores Humboldt County resources
and how they can attract tourists.
creasing demand for soft adventures and eco-tourism, along with
a greater interest in Native-American cultures.”
Jarvie emphasized the impor-

of business people in a concerted

By Charles Hoey

effort to bring visitors to the

LUMBERJACK STAFF

county,” said Pam Yagotin, multi-

Destination: Humboldt County.

media specialist for MTC Associ-

That’s what members of the

ates of Arcata. “The conference
focused on how to draw people in

county’s hospitality and tourism

tance of marketing analysis and

industry discussed this weekend
in a three-day conference aimed at
identifying, attracting and keeping
tourist dollars.

consumer research to help tourand get them to enjoy the multiism-related businesses focus their
tude
of
and re{forts
thio th es
sources effec“The travel industry iis
area has to

“Tourism as an industry represents the county’s second largest

offer.”

Partici-

source of employment, generating
over 4,000 jobs,” said Nancy
Cartwright, sales manager of the

pants

were

to

asked

pretend

Peeing the

Eureka/Humboldt County Convention and Visitors Bureau.
“Tourism accounted for $232
million in total revenues into the
local economy in 1993. Thecounty
collected $2.3 million in (hotelbed taxes) in 1994.”

po-

area’s

tential with
fresh eyes,
without takfor
ing

efficiencies in

baggage

;

:
increasing demand for...

promotion,”

eco-tourism "

helps

changes

the health of the tourism industry
in Humboldt County showed up
for the group brainstorm.
“It was a way to get a collective
group approach — using the mass

qualities of today’s eco-travelers.
She said they are generally welleducated, double-income couples,
mostly between the ages of 25 and

and international traveler, provided some statistical insights to
participants by identifying the demographic characteristics of the
traveler who might choose Humboldt County as a vacation destination.

54.

She also said almost half of them
would be willing to pay $1,500 per
person for an eco-tourism vacation, more than half belong to a

nature-related organization and 72

“The travel industry is experiencing significant growth,” said

percent read nature-related maga-

Leslie Jarvie, executive director of
Ecoplanet USA, “and there is in-

Ro Trent Vaselaar, a tourism

fn

Looking for a job?
Then you need a

RESUME!
RESUMES in a FLASH!
442-3631
By Appointment

TS

Ee

te

a

Read us
on line

To commemorate this event,

Saturday

October21

We’re there for you 24
hours a day. How many of
your friends can say that?

FREE

rs

Rice & Beans

SS@Ses

Se

Se

SSS

Buy any Reg. Priced Entrée & Get a
Side Order of Rice or Beans for only 25¢
G St., Arcata

Located at the west entrance

of the HSU foot bridge.

822-1512

o%

LIMIT 2. Good until 11/15/95. Limit 2 orders per coupon.
Not good with any other coupons or specials.
Ven

nneneencnseaeseeseacauassscancaseaceacassccaacsas’”

is the

please join us in a weekend of celebration.

http://137.1 50.224.80

1811

County’s

KHSU!

October17,1960.

o

Seneseesesssenseseces®”

888882288 eQ

LA,
PALAP:

one of Humboldt

Diverse Public Radio KHSU signed on the air

ee

¢

is among

many scenic tourist attractions. The tourist industry
county’s second largest source of employment.

to

related clubs/organizations.
e 72 percent read nature related magazines.
¢ Males and females are both
well represented.

¢

25

Trinidad State Beach

Happy 55th birthday

¢ 45 percent are willing to
spend $1,500 per person.
¢ 50 percent belong to nature

¢ 25 percent of them are families.
¢ Strongest markets are in
California coastal cities.
¢ They prefer summer travel

ht

§bd88888808008008800

with some shoulder seasons and
winter.

with double incomes.

S: oF) Ne FONG

KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

see Tourism, page 13

The Eco-Tourism Market
old.
¢ They are mostly couples

oe

zines.

Who they are
¢ All age groups; 76 percent
- are between 25 and 54 years

in

demand.”
Jarvie profiled the demographic

and natural

Ecoplanet USA, a firm that specializes in targeting the regional

parks, chambers of commerce and
other organizations with a stake in

touch with
the market
and project

LESLIE JARVIE
executive director of Ecoplanet USA

County.

100 businesses, national and state

busi-

nesses stay in

;

beauty inherent to Humboldt

cultural events.
Representatives from more than

inminimizes

growth and there is

natural resources

its rivers, beaches, forests, diverse
fauna, Victorian architecture and

“Research

experiencing significant

granted the

Seeking to increase these figures,
the conference focused on showcasing Humboldt County’s most
valuable tourist-attracting assets —

tively.

film screening of

Air Fare
a great little 16mm film about some of

the diverse KHSU on-air personalities
Founders Hall, Room 118, HSU campus

Doors open 7:50pm

Sunday
October 22
DANCE with us to the beat of

Night Train
the hottest rhythm and blues dance
band north of San Francisco!

Brewin’ Beats, Arcata, 7pm
$4 Friends of KHSU, $5 general

Call 826-4807 for more information.

666888888686066
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eekly newspaper debuts in Humboldt County

@ Broadsheet paper features an

should definitely call up and tell us. It’s a non-commercial
newspaper. It’s more of a service.”

“It's open to everyone. We don’t count words
and we don’t edit letters. Our only editorial
policy is to encourage people to write.”

ad-free format, freelance articles
and art.

“The only purpose of this paper is to get information

out,” Kay Brown, publisher of The News, said. “It’s open

to everyone. We don’t count words and we don’teditletters.

Our only editorial policy is to encourage people to write.”
Brown, a graphic artist, worked in advertising in Los

KAY BROWN
Publisher of “The News”

By Martin Jensen
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The masthead reads simply The News. Beneath are the
quotations, ‘Never give a inch,’ (from Ken Kesey’s “Sometimes a Great Notion”) and ‘Worth the reading,’ by Ben
Franklin.
The News is a new Humboldt County newspaper. The
subscriber-supported “cooperative” newspaper began appearing Oct. 6.
The weekly is produced by volunteers, with much of its
copy written free-lance. The Eureka-based paper is published Fridays.
“Our goal is to inform the public about as much as we

jack.

: She said the paper will have a section written in Spanish
and a section written for and by elementary and high school
students.
Koutnik said the paper is seeking volunteer writers and
free-lance submissions. She added the paper will not be
bound by traditional journalistic style.
“We just want to have (the paper) as open as possible to
the people we’re trying to serve,” Koutnik said. “That’s why
we encourage anybody and everybody to submit letters to
the editor of any length, and as many different kinds of

can,” said Auriana Koutnik, news editor for The News.

“We want to provide all
national and international
Koutnik graduated from
journalism and is a former

sorts
news
HSU
staff

Angeles for 25 years. She has lived in Humboldt County for
the past 17 years.
Brown said “The News” will not accept advertising other
than classifieds. She is currently paying publishing costs
“out of pocket.”

of local news as well as
that affects people here.”
last year with a degree in
member of The Lumber-

stories as we can — first person, weekly columns ... and
traditional news as well, but not just.

Brown said it costs about $1,000 a week to publish the

paper. She said she has to have the paper printed in Willits
“because we're small potatoes.” Brown said she hopes the

paper will soon be supported by subscribers.
“We expect to produce by answering a need. Because
we're answering a need, we hope people subscribe,” Brown

said. “It’s a leap of faith.”

So far she’s had a positive response, she said.
“People have dropped off $100 bills. ‘These aren’t just

subscriptions — they’re donations,” she said.

Brown said publishing a newspaper doesn’t require a
great deal of money.

“If somebody thinks that we should cover something they

see News, page 14
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& sun 12:00-5:30
tues-thurs
by appointment
clean & sterile
supply of jewelry on the north
1908

Mountain Bikes
From $259.°°!

only

myrtle

10

ave,

minutes

coast

eureka

from

h.s.u.

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?
FREE pregnancy testing
all services free & confidential

LI} Fe
1593

CYCLE

G ST.

'

THE COMPLETE
BICYCLE OUTFITTER

ARCATA

- 822-7755

Crisis Pregnancy Center
OF THE NORTH COAST

607 F Street Arcata

822-7039
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Cancer:
* continued from page 9
Adler said breast cancer is not
only a potential threat toa woman’s
life but a threat to her womanhood
and a woman’s desire to present
herself.
Having breast cancer gives anew
clarity — and a new appreciation
of life — of friends and of loved
ones, he said.

“No one would ever choose to
have cancer,” he said, “but once

Luzmitlioan ’s # 2

diagnosed, they never look at life
the same way.”
Adler said one of the most important things a victim can have is
a good patient-physician relationship. There are three ways to help
achieve this relationship.
First, there must be honesty between patient and doctor. The
doctor must provide honest information about diagnosis, prognosis

KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

and treatment in a sensitive way.

worker Mike Brady helps lay the new foundation for Luzmila’s Mexican

Construc

Second, there must be an un-

Restaurant, which is taking over the Tony’s # 2 building. General contractor Balance
Building Company will lay Spanish-style tile along the outside.

derstanding of the prognosis.
“This may be the most difficult

part,” Adler said. “Certainly it is

Tourism
¢ continued from page 11
and hospitality specialist, focused
oncritical elements vital to deliver-

ing a positive experience for tourists.
She said the most crucial link in
visitor satisfaction lies with the dif-

ferent elements in the community
a visitor interacts with.

“If your visitors come into town

and have a less-than-positive experience, all your other (marketing and promotional) efforts are
for naught,” Vaselaar said. “It’s
hard to sell (an area) if the sellers

feel bad about it.”
She said when a visitor deals
with the hospitality industry, they
are usually tired and frustrated.

Their normal interactions with
everyone from taxi drivers, gas stations and restaurants often deter-

the most delicate.”
Third — and perhaps most important — there must be hope.

“There is always hope,” Adler

Humboldt experience, she said.
The conference ended Sunday

said.
The best things for a patient are
love and support from others,
whether it be from loved ones or a

with an industry fair where travel/

support group. The value of this

lodging/adventure brochures,
publications, and other promo-

cannot be overstated, he said.
“As important as scientific ad-

tional materials were available.

vancesare ... healing does not stop

mines the overall quality of their

at the doctor’s office door,” he said.

BENEFIT CONCERT
for the

“There is a tremendous potential
for healing in all of us.”
This potential for healing was
shown by the testimonial of survivors who shared their stories with

Read us
on line

Campus Center for Appropriate Technology

featuring...

the audience.

Ihttp:// 137.150.224.80
We’re there for you 24
hours a day. How many of
your friends can say that?

alization exercises, had prayer
groups from around the country
pray for her and adopted a
macrobiotic diet.
As she told the crowd one year
later, there was not a trace of can-

cerous cells in her body. Her voice
was washed out in applause.
“I knew that someday, somehow, | would be cured,” Birch said.
Edie Gray, of Fortuna,
was diag-

nosed with breast cancer 16 years
ago. Soon after, both breasts were
removed during separate surgerles.
She said 16 years ago support
groups for breast cancer victims
and survivors were badly needed.
Now she is involved with Bosom
Buddies and is happy for all the
friends she’s made. However, that’s

not all she is happy about.
“I’m happy because I’ma (breast
cancer) survivor of 16 years,” Gray
said. “I’ve lost many friends to
breast cancer and I don’t want to

lose any more.”
Ceremony participants were
given the opportunity to write
down a prayer or their thoughts
about a victim and put them in a
crystal vase to be burned in their
honor.
They lit candles to background
harp music by Howdy Emerson,
then prayers by Rev. Kelly Bryant,
Rev. Patrick Pollard and Sr. Pat
Ottoboni. After the prayers the
audience had a chance for silent
prayer before the burning crystal
vase.
Perhaps the feeling of the night
was summed up best by survivor

Shelah Benson.
“Some of us die,” Benson said.

“T am here by sheer stubbornness
and will. Don’t mourn our deaths.
Rather, honor our lives.

Christine Birch, of Humboldt

“Cancer is more than a wake-up

County, told how she was diagnosed with breast cancer and rejected traditional treatments of chemotherapy, radiation and surgery.
She went through creative visu-

call. It is a call to action,” she said.

“Some of us will die but don’t let
our dreams and demands fora cure
die with us. One person can make
a difference.”

SCARLET FIRE

Professional Studies
Representative

er 20th
Octob
,
Friday
in the Kate Buchanan Room

Undeclared Representative

located on the H.S.U. Campus
-18 and over-

35 minimum
onation

*

ccAt

oceeds go toward
Noto
Bic s stem

up rade.We need ne
batteriés
and more panels!

Special thanks to KOBO productions and
ildwood Music for technical support

me
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&

¢ Positions Open Now °*
Call or Come By the A.S. Office
x4221, UC South Lounge
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no

D&D

matter

how

early you
a project,
seems to
to beating

PAW NSHOP

get started on
it always
come down
the clock.

News
© Continued from page 13
“Ten people could get together
and do this,” Brown

said. “All

that’s required is attitude and wonderful volunteers.”

Brownsaid she doesn’t view The

Loans on anything of value

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Every Day

315 F Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445*8332

per.

“We're all looking forward to
some really exciting times,” Brown

hope to form a corporation someday, a cooperative like the Co-op,”
she said.

“And they’re the paper of record.

; a

the business selling the newspa-

discovered The Times-Standard
didn’t keep archives.

“We’renotanti-corporation. We

1618 G Street, Arcata w (707) 822-8712
2021 Sth Street, Eureka w (707) 445-3334

sue, with 25 cents of that going to

Brown said she first started
thinking about publishing a newspaper seven years ago when she

per.

Buy ¢ Sell ¢ Trade

thing.”
The paper costs 75 cents an is-

Subscriptions cost $30 fora year
of The News and $20 for six
months.
Brown said The News prints a
different motto on its masthead
each week.
The next issue’s motto will be:
“Very small things produce remarkable results.”

News as an “alternative” newspa-

kinko‘s
the copy center

when I decided — when it touches
your life, you want to do some-

said.

That’s criminal,” she said. “That’s

|

PHo,

Mt

MEMBER

Cameras » Supplies

Photo Finishing» Passport Photos
Wedding, Portrait & Commercial
Photography by Philip Dresser
On the Arcata Plaza
822-3155

Humboldt

TSC
Surfboard

Supplies:

6 oz. cloth, resin,

All PURCHASES FOR
ALL CO-OP MEMBERS!
Fair Share Members will also receive —
their additional 2% discount.

etc.

Boat

Supplies:
fiberglass materials,
resin, acetone,
gel coat, etc.

822-3354

Daling Maihership
Appreciation Week,
new members receive

24/7

the discount anda

FREE Co-op T-shirt! .

That’s how often
you can read the
on-line edition of

The Lumberjack.

24 hours a day, 7
days a week.

http://137.150.224.80

ARCATA CO-OP

pores CO-OP

Sth & I Stree

st and E Streets

‘block West of the Plaza

“amet

Monday - Saturday9 v9
|

"822-5947

ARCATA

wasNom to 5

:

S
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Power plant proposals meet resistance
@ An Arcata-based environmental group
challenges PG&E’s proposed expansion
to its power plant with several concerns,
including Humboldt County’s strong
seismic activity.
By Rebecca Klein
LUMBERJACK STAFF

If the Little Salmon earthquake

much less effect on the plant than on
other systems suchas our sewer and
road systems,” said Gary Carver,
professor of geology.

fault moves, so will the hazardous

waste sitting in the PG&E power

plant a few hundred yards away according to Redwood Alliance, an

Arcata-based environmental organization which focuses on energy.
PG&E submitted a new permit
application to the California Division of Toxic Substance Control

stating the permit would allow
PG&E to better manage its hazardous waste storage space atthe Humboldt Bay Power Plant as well as
renew previous permits.
Redwood Alliance is calling for
public hearings to discuss the proposed addition to the plant, stated a
press release issued by Redwood
Alliance Oct. 5.
The permit is for five areas of the
plant. A permit is required for new
areas and must be renewed every
five to 10 years for those areas to stay
in operation. Three areas are pre-

existing and two are additions, said
Shawn Cooper, director of communication for PG&E.

On Shaky Ground

The Division of Toxic Substance
Control has issued a Negative Declaration for PG&cE’s application,
which means it found no “significant deleterious effect” to the environment, stated the Redwood Allh-

ance press release. According to
Michael Welch, spokesman for the
Redwood Alliance, this is where the

process begins to go wrong.
“How can they say there will be

nosignificant effects when the Negative Declaration doesn’t even consider the possibility ofan earthquake
or tsunami?” Welch said.
Terry Willams, environmental

Public Hearing Requested
PG&E’s old permit for the three
existing areas expiredin 1992. Since
then, it has been trying to renew the
permit. PG&E is still allowed to
operate under the old permit be-

cause it is involved in the renewal
process.
Members of the Redwood Alliance are sorting through PG&E

documentation. So far Welch has
found “three serious reasons for requesting a hearing.”
The first reason is the hazardous
waste sits close to the fault line. Furthermore, trenching reveals the fault
has slipped three times in the last
1,700 years. The faulthasn’treleased
any pressure in 260 years, stated
“Nuclear Free Times,” a Redwood

Alliance publication.
The second reason involves
PG&cE’s request to expand the stor-

age space.
“PG&E states in its documents
onthis matter that they havenoplans
to bring waste from other facilities to
this facility, but I still have to ask
myself why they need the extra
space,” Welch said.
The proposed permit prohibits
the storage of any hazardous waste
not produced at the Humboldt Bay
Power Plant, said Cooper.
Third, the groundwater monitoring system is insufficient to insure
that contamination has not and will
not enter the groundwater near the
plant, Welch
PG&E is
groundwater
storageunits.

stated.
not required to test
located near ground
However, PG&Edoes

test groundwater around the hold-

coordinator for the Humboldt Bay

ing pond, which is embedded in the
ground. PG&E does not store any

Power Plant, said PG&E is looking

waste below ground, Cooper said.

into the effects an earthquake might
have on the plant.
However, he said the storing
methods PG&E is using are considered safe methods by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
“I am not a seismic expert. The
better way (to store it) would be to

The holding ponds store sludge
which is cleaned out from the fossil
fuel units around the plant.
PG&E has 13 groundwater test-

ing spotsaround the pond. Ofthese,
five are tested every three months
for contamination, Cooper said.

ship it to a federal depository, but
there isn’t one right now,” Williams
said.
“The Humboldt Bay Power Plant

Oil, Water and Waste

tant structures in Humboldt County.

The new additions to the plant
consist of a cement treatment and

is one of the most earthquake resisIthas been under review since it was
built. An8.0 earthquake would have

The pre-existing operations
PG&E requested permits for are oil
separators, a hazardous waste stor-

age facility and holding ponds.

storage areaalong withamixed waste

STACY FORD/ COMMUNITY EDITOR

These liquid hazardous waste storage drums are just several of many stored at the PG&E
Humboldt Bay Power Plant. These tanks are stored in a site which is undergoing permit renewal.

storagearea. Mixed wasteisany hazardous waste that has been contaminated with radiation.

Seismic activity near PG&E plant

The oil separators are holes in the

ground about four-feet deep which
house oil separating
tanks. The tanks
process oil and water which leak

$

Cresgent

.

City

S©
2

into the bottom of the plant. The

=

\

9

system has not been upgraded since

Happy

Camp®@
PG&E Humboldt Bay

\, Otick

Power Plant

the 1950s but underwent renovation this year.

Sa

1.9

The hazardous waste storage facility stores both liquid and solid
hazardous waste.
The waste includes flourescent
light bulbs which contain mercury,
paint chips that contain lead, oily

oCc
S

7:37 p.m.
Sept. 28

rags, batteries, anti-freeze and as-

bestos. Theasbestos was taken from
buildings which were built in the
1950swhenasbestos wascommonly

used for insulation.
The holding ponds are made

from three layers of high density
poly-urethane with monitors for
leaks between each layer.

The sludge from the pond contains oil, water and traces of heavy
metals such as nickel. Once a year
this pond is cleaned out. The water
is extracted and the solid material is
dried, packed and shipped off site.
Different types of waste are shipped
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The PG&E power plant

is located in southern
Eureka, several

hundred yards from the|
Little Salmon fault.

Toxic Substance Control.
The fifth area on the permit application concerns a small area inside a
radioactive waste storage facility.
This area is needed to store mixed

waste. Theareais nine feetby 17 feet
and can store 48 drums of waste.
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There is no depository to ship the
mixed waste but Williams expects
by next year PG&E will be able to
ship it to a processing plant.
It has a permit to store mixed
waste up to 90 days, but since it can
not be shipped out until 1996,
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IN CHIEF

PG&E must have an additional permit.
The Division of Toxic Substance
Control must respond to the issues

broughtup by the publicand PG&E
by Nov. 3. Public hearings are tentatively scheduled for December.
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‘madness haunts the Internet

ANOWween

browsing, the variety of costumes,

By Andrew Jones

masks, props and body parts for

LUMBERJACK STAFF —

Thereisa dark side to the World
Wide Web. It starts with costumes

and pumpkin carving and leads to
vampires, cemeteries and horror.

For the

budget-minded, fog machines start
at $250. (http://empire.na.com/
tomb/tombhp.html).

and an assortment of
severed
limbs can be had. (http://
www.accessnv.com/halloween/)

Hints, Tips and Ideas

for users to immerse themselves in
the Halloween season. Here are a

Another company,
Tombstone Produc-

few virtual doors to knock on your
quest for tricks and treats:

tions, specializes in high-end

Mart. Whether you’re buying or

mold is $3,000.

sale is intriguing. Beavis and
Butthead masks, 41-inch spiders

Hundreds of Web pages exist

Costumes and Body Parts
Shop for Halloween supplies at The Halloween

movie

products for haunted house proprietors. View pictures of their
“life-size undead full body
corpse,” “gory chest,” and “crime
scene victim.” A complete
Robocop outfit made from the

“Bleeding-Heart Jell-O”
is just one party dish from
the Gory Goodies page. Spice up
your Halloween party with recipes for Pus Pockets, Chuckie’s
Upchuck, and “kitty turds on bed
of kitty litter.” No guarantee this

stuff tastes good. Don’t worry, the

turds are Tootsie Rolls. (http://
www.primenet.com/~trix/
hallorec.htm)

”

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD
Newer 1 Bedroom/ Bath Apts.
Natural Surroundings

Very Clean Units
Energy Efficient
Close to HSU

a

KRAMER
INVESTMENT

CORPORATION
444-2919

An e-mail discussion

group called Halloween-1 discusses “all things Halloween.” The conversations emphasize decorating ideas. Recent
topics included black-light bulbs
and attaching PVC pipes toadoorway for a makeshift monster cage.
To

subscribe, send e-mail to

listserv@netcom.com. Inthe body
of the message type “subscribe
halloween-1” and further information will be sent to you.

>

The Penny Whistle
Halloween Book is a
children’s Web page with tips for
students whose mothers didn’t tell
them everything. Artfully done and
well-organized, it contains party
recipes, makeup application tips
and pumpkin carving ideas. (http:/
/family.starwave.com/funstuff/
pwhallow/index.htm).

mortalized again in pictures, au-

dio and video clips. (http://
www.vampyre.wis.net/vampyre/
index.html)
aaX- The Cabinet of Dr.

A

Casey is a comprehen-

sive site for fans of horror movies.
Inaddition to multimedia files and
a large collection of links to horror
resources, the site has a timeline

showing the progression ofhorror
inliterature, plays and motion pictures from the 13th century to

present. Users can also consult
Casey’s recommended horror
films list before their next video
rental. (http://www.cat.pdx.edu/

user through the museum. This
site is image-intensive so a textbased Web browser such as Lynx
won’t do. The Siemens Hall 119
lab during off-hours is your best
bet for catching a peek at this site.

(http://thomas.balliol.ox.ac.uk/
gallery2/index.html)
=< The Origins of HalloS&S

historical derivation of the holi-

day. How are turnips related to
jack-o’-lanterns and what do fairies have to do with trick-or-treat-

ing? Read and find out. (http://
aztec. lib.utk.edu/~michie/

hallorig.html)
Activities

~caseyh/horror/index.html)
Wl»

( S~
aus

The Castle Phantasma
voriais the definitive site

for loading your computer with

creepy sound effects, music and
video clips from spooky
TV shows
and horror movies. Its index of

“horrific host” sites is also extensive, with links for fans of Anne

Rice, Steven King and H.P.
Lovecraft.
(http://
www.lehigh.edu/~tpl2/

ween page explains the

Fans of the ChooseYour-Own-Adventure

books of the ’80s will enjoy Gint’s
Haunted House. The user is assigned to “discover the source of
the foul smell that pervades the
area” of a haunted house. Follow-

ing the story, the user has multiple
choice options at the end of each
page to choose the direction the
story
takes.
(http://
www.dash.com/netro/fun/hol/

hlw.html)

phantom.html)

@BK- The Dark Side of the
w

“aes Webisa Halloween starting point with more than 350 links
to gothic genre information and
other gloomy topics such as “cem-

The Halloween-OWebbery page has links
to Halloween fun and fortune telling. Users can experience “World
Wide Web Ouija,” tarot readings,
horoscopes, biorhythms, I-Ching

eteries, funeral homes and death.”

and the mysterious Magic 8-Ball.

Yes, now you can tour cemeteries
from the comfort of your computer

(http://www.primenet.com/~trix/
hallo.htm)

chair. (http://www.cascade.net/

Horror; gore, vampires

a

“Dracula.” True bloodsuckers can
reminisce with links to friends im-

The Vampyres Only

darkweb.html)

page is devoted to youknow-what. Mortals can take the

Vampire Vulnerability Test and
read full-text versions of vampiric
fiction like Bram _ Stoker’s

EX

Firsthand accounts of

ghost encounters
ex ~ A virtual Web exhibit of

i

ghoulish paintings is on

at the Nightmare Gallery. Click-

ing on directional keys moves the

tales of the paranormal can be
found at Ghosts in the Machine

(http://www.russellt.com/
~paranorm/).
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Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza

Now Open!
1504 G St, Arcata

Public Relations
Coordinator

822-6199

Next to G St. Juice
Pizza by the slice

Original Location

¢ Stipend Position Available

1722 Central Avenue McKinleyville

a

839-3700

and

Off Any Slice

Call or Come By the A.S. Office

¢ With Coupon
¢ Arcata location only

x4221, UC South Lounge

Now °

. Discover Science
back whales today at 5:30 p.m. in Science B

133.

Molecular Journal Club, will discuss making antibodies specific to homeobox HOX
proteins.

Present this COUPON-

———--

-

| _ Extra charge
for

Diff

receptors.

Humboldt Green Apartments

— — — — — ,

FILTER

$23

55

|
|

1&2 Bedroom Apts.
$445 to $595 per mo.

/

3 Bedroom Shared Units

Includes Hazardous

‘

Waste Disposal Charge

|

Reg.

:

$28.76

Expires 10-27-95

-“——-—-—

27 Point Vacation
ay

Don’t buy or leave town
before you let us check ee:
your vehicle for safe
and efficient operation.
We'll check all major se
systems plus the belts ee ae .

A

Exniras 10-27-95

eee

24-Hour Property Mgmt.

Fe"

m “\-

Free
Cable
T
V
Some Apts. - Paid Utilities

7

Located At

1935 H St.
3 Blocks From HSU

Ware

For More Information Call 8224688 = Office Hours 9 a.m.- |}O0 p.m.

Reg.
$36.00 _
— — —
~~

Present this COUPON-
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MINOR TUNE-UP

(

Bring a Friend to Dinner Special Deal
*
*
% Bay One BReaKrast =
New Hours:

"4

e Install genuine NGK spark plugs
¢ Perform electronic scope analysis
e Adjust timing

¢ Inspect ignition wires, distributor cap,
rotor, belts, hoses & PCV valve
e Check air, fuel & emission filter

at

4 Cyl

In-line 6 Cyl

Reg. $66.53

Reg. $70.61

$62.45

8 Spark Plug

To

Safeway

| | Presents:

with coupon

$58.60

Friday - Sauurday

Uniontown

Next

heLennies
Pepip canola AD”
row

V6

0)

*

6am-3:30pm

.
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:
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Reg. 71.83
with coupon

Reg. $76.31
with coupon

$63.76

$67.80

Expires 10-27-95

McCREA NISSAN
wie

M-F

PARTS & SERVICE |
Convenient Downtown Parking
Top of 7th & G & H St., Eureka

442-1741
It's time to expect more from a car company!

OH

Parts Dept:
M-F 8-5:30
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Computer Lab
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tant surface sites on nicotinic acetycholine

Limited Apartments Available = First Come, First Serve Basis

|

|

The Campus Center for Appropriate
Technology will present a workshop titled
“Learn how to maintain organic growing”
today at 6:30 p.m. The workshop will take
place at the CCAT house and is expected to
last two hours.

pharmacology and biotechnology at Brown
University, will discuss probing the function and determining the structure ofimpor-

lecture, presented by the HSU Cell and

LUBE, OIL &
|
|_Up to 5 Quarts CHANG

|

gardening workshop

DEPT. SPECIALS

SERVICE
a

CCAT to hold

a professor and chair of the department of

at 3 p.m. in Science A 564. Anderson’s

NISSAN

Donald Asher, a nationally recognized
speaker about education and careers, will
presenta video titled “Getting into graduate
school: What works, what doesn’tand why”
today at 4:30 p.m. in Gist Hall 221. The
presentation is expected to last until 6 p.m.

Monday at 1 p.m. in Wildlife 206. Hawrot,

keley Antibody Company, will speak Friday

McCREA

The Student Environmental Action Coalition will meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Siemens Hall 109. Topics at this week’s meeting include a Headwaters update and discussion of upcoming events.

to be held today

ciation will present Dr. Edward Hawrot

Dr. Tom Anderson, president of the Ber-

The Marine Biological Society presents
Jeff Jacobson, who will speak about hump-

Grad school seminar

The Biological Graduate Student Asso-

to discuss antibodies

Speaker to discuss
humpback whales

Headwaters update
at S.E.A.C. meeting

Brown Univ. professor
to speak Monday

Berkeley businessman
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Not ‘The Mommies’
Comedians turn commonplace into entertainment
my childhood desire to be in showbizandanaturalinclination to make

Theater
Review

others laugh — that got me started
in comedy,” Matthews said. “My
family has been very supportive.”
Rodgers, in contrast, is the bom-

“Mothers &
Other Goddesses”

bastic other half who

Thursday 7:30 p.m.

has a 12-

year-old daughter and is divorced.
She began performing as a child in
1968 at the California Shakespeare

Eureka Inn, $10

Festival in Los Gatos.

By Carrie Bell

She

met

Rodgers live and work by the

Matthews while she was majoring
in theater arts at West Valley College.
Despite the differences, the two

motto “comedy is pain plus time.”

complement each other well.

SCENE EDITOR

Edie

Matthews

and

Joni

“Comedy is all about pathos. It
is taking a painful or uncomfortable event and saying, ‘We will
laugh about this someday,”

“Edie is the good girl and I’m
the bad girl,” Rodgers said. “We
are the same but opposite.”
Matthews said she may have
found her permanent partner.

Rodgers said in a phone interview from her home in San
Jose.

“Joni knows

with someone

Rodgers is part of the comedy duo responsible for the
show “Mothers & Other

ground.”

part.”
One of the tough parts
is not knowing exactly
where the future will
take them. Both dream
of sitcoms and more
comedy on the stage.

in Santa Clara.
“Life is just too hard to
sit through boring or super-serious entertain-

“It is a hard line to get
into but I already have

ment. We want people to
laugh and then go back to
work the next day with
the feeling that they can
handle it.”
Some of the common-

ideas. It is a matter of the

right person seeing you at
the right time. But until
then we are having a great
time. We work when we
want to and where we want
to,” said Matthews, who also
wrote a book of one-liners
called “You’ve Been Around
Small Children Too Long
When....”
Rodgers said she feels the

place themes the duo high-

lights are romance novels,
parenting, terrible teenagers, divorce, diets, the joy of

pregnancy, dating disasters,
fixer-up husbands, rock ’n’

roll and shopping.
“The show is a lot of fun for

women to know they are all goddesses — no matter what they look
like in skintight leopard-print
pants.”
The duo brings “Mothers &
Other Goddesses” to the Eureka

Inn Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $10.

“Eureka is one of my favorite

same way and wishes she would

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY DAWN LETAK

Edie Matthews(left) and Joni Rodgers gathered years of experience on the comedy circuit and
at home which they molded into their two-person routine, “Mothers and Other Goddesses.”

Eagle House and whip that place
back into shape. I will open the bar
and the tea room and use the theater for shows.”
Despite the main theme, the routine isn’t strictly for women.
Rodgers feels the show works as
well in Catholic churches as it does
in cowboy bars.
“T really think it has wide range.
Young people like it because they
have a mom. Middle-aged people

see themselves. Older audiences

place with great audiences who

see their daughters on stage,”
Rodgers said. “It’s kind of like

don’t take themselves too seriously

‘been there, done that.”

places in the world. Itis a beautiful

said.

mat. There are two of us to
share the fun and two of us
to shoulder the tough

interview from her office

ioo serious and doesn’t rag on anyone,” Rodgers said. “We just want

Matthews

to love the two-person for-

sing about things people of
all ages can relate to,”
Matthews said in a phone

danceand singalot ofsilly songs.”
“It is a positive show that isn’t

on stage be-

“Besides, I have really grown

commonplace and silly
things in life. We talk and

tumes,” Matthews said. “We also

to work

cause of her theater back-

Goddesses.”
“We try to poke fun at the

us to do and for audiences to
watch. We use wigs and cos-

how

(like those in Fresno or Bakers-

Both women became authori-

field),” Rodgers said. “When win
the lottery, I am going to buy the

ties on the “been there, done that”

long before this particular show

came to fruition. Both spent long
nights in Bay Area comedy joints

“just trying to get five minutes behind the mic” for about 15 years.
Both have appeared on television
on a variety of comedy shows including “A & E’s Good Time
Cafe”(Rodgers). Matthews appeared on an episode of “Oprah
Winfrey.”
Matthews even maintains a studio in the Los Angeles area be-

have realized how much funa two-

person comedy routine would be
much earlier.

“I love making people laugh. I

You are the actor, director, the

writer, everything. The buck stops

am

here.”
And so do the similarities between the two women. Matthews
was raised ina strict Catholic home
and married at 17. She has four

Rodgers said. “If 1 would have

children with her husband, Jim.
She describes her children as “the

good, the bad, the ugly and the he
takes after you.”

having

a blast with

Edie,”

known back then what | knownow,
I would have walked off the solo
stand-up stage long ago.

“I would really like to do more
on television. It wouldn’t be “The
Mommies’
or ‘Roseanne,’”

Rodgers said.

To make ends meet she earned a

“I'd want to do something more
empowering to women and moms

cause of constant touring.

journalism degree and landed jobs

—a show where you don’t have to

“It isn’t easy. It is the kind of
work that separates the men from

in radio and TV news. She also
wrote humorous freelance articles,
one of which — “Mom Goes to a

portray an airhead or a bitch.”
“But I really don’t have a choice
anymore,” Rodgers said. “Edie is

Rock Concert” — was published
in the San Jose Mercury News.
“It was those articles — (and)

the great white tornado. She just

the boys,” Matthews said. “It is
different than the theater because
you are the only one that can be

held responsible if no one laughs.

grabs me and takes me wherever

she wants to go.”
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Rants & Raves
Elfman’s original score for the
movie is also very good. It’s darker
and less polka-ish then some of his
previous
scores
(such
as
“Beetlejuice” and “Edward
Scissorhands”).
Even the cover is a winner — a
replica of the “Dead Presidents”

pd)
oF, SD

theatrical poster, one of the coolest

PRESIDENTS

posters of the year.

— Jackson Garland

Various
“Dead Presidents” Soundtrack

Moonpools and Catepillars

Capitol
“Dead

Presidents,”

the happy-go-lucky examination of
life and nature in “Trampling
Rose.”
“Colossal Youth” expresses
with guitar bravado the angst of
many a teenager who feels trapped
and misunderstood by their par-

ents.

what

newal of spirit.

to be found

on this album,

which opens with the Sly and
the Family Stone tune “If You
Want Me to Stay.”
Two Isaac Hayes tracks appear — “Walk On By” and
“The Look of Love.” Also
present is Aretha Franklin’s
beautiful “Do Right Woman,
Do Right Man.”

P

R

E

neal

S§

stand why Tab Two is taking over

ing life’s lessons the hard way.
The mood swings immediately

club sound systems in Germany.
The band fuses hip-hop chants

from melancholy to playful with

with high-impact rhythms and

N

SPECIAL

T

§

EVENT!

MCA lay excellant vocals on two

is when a voice that sounds too

tracks, the rest of the album

sounds like just about any other
gansta rap album rotting in the
used CD section.
For example, “Can’t We All
Just Get Along?” is a carbon
copy of any album responding

to the L.A. riot, complete with
samples from Rodney King’s
last-minute call for peace.

Miles Davis, it should concentrate

The other tracks have the
same inner-city violence theme
that fizzled out in °92 when rap
music became more than mind-

more on the jazz element than the
club sound (The trumpet intro is

delicate and sensual. Itwould make
for a better CD.)

less ghetto music.
“Pass Me the Gun” and
“Where My Niggaz At?” are
tracks that could inspire a
driveby shooting, but other than
that, “The Hurra” plain old
sucks.

— Carrie Bell

When you imagine how much
Europeans love David Hasslehoff

Dj Hurricane
“The Hurra”
Capitol
If DJ Hurricane is trying to be
the fourth Beastie Boy, then I’m

—David Chrisman

When you advertise in

The Lumberjack
ANYTHING

is possible!

Thursday, October 19 / Kate Buchanan Room, 8:30pm

Master tsk

Call the
Ad Department

nth TC

826-3259 -

COMING

a

SOON...

October 30 / Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

TODAY!

NTR FLTAT
RUM VAM ANTI

Wednesday, November 8 / Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm

Saturday, November 11 / Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

Up

eOur Sales Reps will
call on you
eSpace reservation

deadline: 4 p.m.

mea

Friday before
publication
eMost design wor
at no cost to you

album,

But the worst part of the album

Although the group is in no way

“Flagman Ahead”
Virgin

debut

While Ad Rock, Mike D and

groove to.

Tab Two

however,

“The Hurra,” is a good opportunity for Beastie Boys fans
to save a little money.

and often enjoyable and easy too

slow-paced account about learn-

E

Hurricane’s

Because of this the instrumental
tracks are much easier to stomach

and Nena, it isn’t hard to under-

1S

Musically,

over again for almost six minutes.

the track “Soon,” a melodic and

ENTE

down the street.

The band uses tribal drum beats

on your side,” over and over and

tration of youth and self discovery.
Moonpools and Caterpillars
have a musical style comparable to
the late-’°80s modern rock quartet
rhythms, drum beats and echoed
vocals are remarkably similar with
the exception of Moonpools’ vocalist Kimi Ward Encarnacion’s
spritely and energetic singing style.
The tone of the album is set by

of Queens or Compton without
getting his butt kicked up and

similar to Snow sings, “I wanna lay

through the wonder, painand frus-

Barry White and Al Green are

on his status as the only Beastie
who can walk through the streets

loops and other types of technological wizardry on the album.

— Vanessa L. Payne

and exploration of freedom to selfpreserving rebellion, “Lucky
Dumpling” takes you ona journey

Ocean Blue. The band’s guitar

pounds-plus DJ tried to cash in

There are a wide variety of tempos ranging from slow instrumental ballads like “Schubertplatz” to
the fast rap-inspired lyrics of “No
Flagmen Ahead.”

their way around the studio with
the abundance of samples, drum

about the beauty of life and re-

From philosophical observation

soundtracks of 1995 as well.
The 13-song mix of popular
°70s tunes is a very entertaining
listen. Throw on an original
track by composer Danny
Elfman and you’ve got a great
album.
The likes of James Brown,

ter of time before the 300-

Ahead.”

dies. It is obvious these guys know

promises to be one of the better

films of the year, has definitely
produced one of the best

Regardless, it was only a mat-

and touches of salsa-esque melo-

The album closes with a wistful
ballad — “Crazy Old World” —

“Lucky Dumpling”
EastWest

the fifth Beatle.

strains of jazzy trumpet on its
American
debut, “Flagmen

rE

iS

(?

\
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‘American Quilt’ warms ‘Atomic Field’ doesn’t radiate yet

crowd with tales of love

Theater

Topping this complication is

Finn’s mother and her wild lifestyle

~ Review

and the moving life stories of the
quilters which make Finn doubt her
love and get scared of commitment.
The film, which is the American

debut of director Jocelyn
Moorhouse, is well put together.
The flashback sequences that reveal the women’s pasts are inter-

By Carrie Bell
SCENE EDITOR

“How to Make an American
Quilt” stitches together tales of true

love and friendship — beth nostalgic and contemporary — through
the eyes ofwomen who have seenit
all and the plight of one who is just
getting started.
‘Finn Dodd (Winona Ryder) has
fled for the summer to the Grasse,

Calif., home of Hy, her grandmother played by Ellen Burstyn,
and her great aunt Glady Joe (Anne
Bancroft) to finish her latest thesis

on the rituals of women’s handiwork in tribal cultures.
The home has also served as the
longtime meeting place for the
town’s quilting bee which happens
to be made up of several equally
remarkable
women
(Maya
Angelou, Kate Nelligan, Jean
Simmons,

Lois Smith and Alfre

Woodard) from very diverse backgrounds. Finn plans to examine
the quilts, including the current
project entitled “Where Love Resides,” for her thesis.

More importantly
graduate student has
evaluate her love for
Mulroney) and his

the Berkeley
come there to
Sam (Dermot
proposal of

esting to watch and give the characters depth to the extent that the

By Rebecca Klein
LUMBERJACK STAFF

film is still able to touch the spots

“Atomic Field,” Plays-InProgress
World
Premiere
Theatre’s new play, deals with
the survivors of the atomic bomb.
Unlike that bomb, however, the
play missed the mark.

in the heart and mind thatare filled

“Atomic Field,” which will be

viewer actually cares.

Although it was cluttered with
moments of forced tenderness, the

with the intense emotions and fears

performed Thursdays

concerning marriage, love and

Sundays at 8 p.m. until Oct. 28,

trust. Itis hard not to try and apply
the themes and plot lines to one’s
own experiences.
Don’t excuse this as another

was written by Kenneth Robbins

chick film harping on the evils that
men do. It tries to explain why and
how couples and family often un-

derstand and excuse the trials and
tribulations of everyday life.
In fact, it would be easily en-

joyed by men who, yes, have feelings and fears as well.
Most of the performers do an
excellent job although the main
character, Ryder, is overshadowed
by the brillant acting of writer and

and

directed

by

the survivors as they listen to

the

again.
These sections were extremely
powerful and added to the cre-

son,

discovers

his

them go through the experience

father

played a much larger role in
World War II and the years after
than he ever imagined. Because
Winston is a history professor
he feels he must know all that his
father did.
Howard’s wife Delores —
played by Elaine Grosso —
comes to realize there are too
many secrets between her and
her husband. Hesitant to upset
him in his condition — but desperate to understand him — she

through

Laurene

Thorpe.
The opening scene takes place

in the Long family house. Howard
Long (Dan Hoff), the father, has
just been diagnosed with lung cancer.
Although he is a smoker, this
is not the cause of his illness.

Howard keeps to himself and so
his life is shrouded with mys-

tery.

The Long family comes together at this difficult time and

the members learn something

ativity of the play.
However,

the transitions be-

tween plot and testimony could
be refined and smoothed out.
Woveninto the plot was thestory
of the healing powers of folding
1,000 paper cranes. A large crane

covered with paper cranes hovered over the stage, visible only
during the appropriate parts of the
production.
The language used in the play

begins to ask questions for the
first time in their marriage.
Marisa Louise, played by Lura

wasa

little contrived, with moods

changing too quickly and some
conversations seeming too re-

Kilpatric, the daughter born “with
a condition,” learns why and how
she became deformed.
The story of this American sol-

hearsed.
The play was a little on the
long side at two-and-a-half
hours. The story is very entertaining and enlightening,
but the
same point could be made in a
shorter span of time.
“Atomic Field” was a good
play that developed from an interesting and unique thematic
idea. It has a excellent plot that
shows a different perspective of
survivors of the atom bomb.
Hopefully it will get even better with more performances and

dier and his family’s struggle is interwoven with testimony of
“Hibakusha,” Japanese atom
bomb survivors. The testimony is

given by the same four actors and
actresses from the center of the
stage with a collage of images
shown behind the speaker on a

screen.
The testimonies provide reality and drama to the actual event

of the dropping of the atom
bomb. This style of delivery al-

as the performers become more
comfortable with their roles.

lows the audience to identify with

hero Angelou. Angelou portrays
Anna, the strict master quilter, who
feels love is like a quilt where “some
fabrics dazzle when placed beside
a contrasting pattern while others
fight each other for harmony.”
Samantha Mathis, Claire Danes,

marriage. Things get complicated
when the local hunk, played by

Joanna Going and Jared Leto all

Johnathon Schaech, starts to court

sions of some of the main characters leaving audiences waiting for

her with fresh strawberries and
bulging muscles (the only things

“Atomic Field”
Thursdays through Saturdays
8 p.m. until Oct. 28
orld Premiere Theatre

about their family and themselves. Winston (Steve Carter),

prove talented as the younger verthem to mature and perfect their
skills in the years to come.

he has to offer).

Every Wednesday
PROGRESSIVE BEER NIGHT!

Pints & Pasta

Imports

Thurs /Fri/Sat
Nites
5:00

p.m.-

9:00

1/2 Liter Night!

& Microbrews

Alabama Slammers

8 -9p.m....50¢/glass
9-10 p.m

p.m.

Fresh Pasta Daily Featured by

Humboldt Bay Pasta Co.

Thursday Night

Variety of

Purple Hooters

75¢/glass

10- 11 p.m...$1.00/glass

Long Island Iced Teas

11-12 p.m....$1.25/glass

$3.50 each

Garden Fresh Salads/ Happy Hour Prices
on Sierra Nevada- Starting Oct. 5th

saturdays

Open Daily Serving
French

Wine

« Homefried
Roast

Late Night

Potatoes

¢ Beer/Imports

¢ Sierra Nevada

on Tap

HOURS
MON - FRI 7:00AM - 2:00PM
SAT - SUN 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
1057 H STREET ¢ ARCATA °® 822-4650

iE
eh i

Burgers

Margaritas
Daaquiris
Pina Coladas

Happy- Hour
9 p.m. - midnight

Free Popcorn
No One Under 21!
865 9th Street

- 7 1.V.’s
Please Don't Drink & Drive!!!

822-2302

Arcata
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Artists unmask talent} in contest
By Steven McDonald
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Handmade masks from across
the country will be showcased until Oct. 28 at the Ink People Gal-

lery in Eureka as part of the 10th
annual Maskibition.

An opening reception was held
Oct. 7 to announce the winners of
the national competition. There
were 51 entries in this year’s competition — 25 of which were made

fresh, local fish tacos ©
5:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Two of the top three awards,
which can be seen from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays, went to county residents.
Donvieve of Bayside won in the
Dell ’Arte Best Performance Mask
category. The award for Best Art

Sat. Special - BUY 1 vegie burrito

10a.m.-6p.m.
black beans

Large pitcher of Boonville - $5.90

Boonville - $4.75 / premium - $4.25
1642 1/2 G Street, Arcata

822-8433

sign aesthetics, the mastery of the

The Lumberjack Newspaper

materials used, a sense of connec-

tion to the tradition of mask-mak-

titled “Mountain

Costa, a Modesto resident, was

compete inanational competition.
“It (Maskibition)
just kind of

and

it is that it combines art and theater.”

“I got the wood off the 101 near
McKinleyville,” he said. “I just let
it sit for a couple of months and
then carved it. The eyes are made
from recycled soda bottles. I’m very
into recycling and using everything
to its fullest.”

“It was the first Maskibition that

Sean Powers, winner of the Best

Powers was living in Hawaii

will remain the highlight of my
mask experience,” Costa stated in
a press release.

Art Mask category, was amazed to
win.
“] thought it was a good mask,

eight years ago when he became
interested in mask-making. He said
he was influenced by island

but I didn’t see any of the other

drummakers.
He also teaches mask-making

“It was like being accepted into
anew family. Iremember the smiles
when I introduced myself at that
first reception. I could tell imme-

out

$=

Cassette!

* The Roots Of The Greatful Dead + Soundtracks “Get
~ Shorty” & “Mallrats” * Clay Walker “Hypnotize The
inca " Tribute tot Marvinin Gaye “Inner City vee

cata 826-7007

mask,

test is a chance for local artists to

ialezses On Salle
HH/-TZDD CH!
This
7D)

His

woodand glass soda bottles. It took
him about 20 hours to complete.

Montana.

they’re

I would be returning, and it remains my favorite community.”

entered, which was eight years ago,
but this came as a surprise.”

and artist director of the Ink
People, said the Maskibition con-

California, Arizona, Texas

week

diately that this wasa place to which

Troll,” was handmade from pine

hibited masks and paintings in

The

Donvieve of Bayside, who has designed performance masks
for 15 years, tries on her “Rites of Passage” leather mask.

Brenda Tuxford, coordination

the first Maskibition and has ex-

aw

JUDE TEMPLE/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

ing and creative energy.
The jurors for this year’s competition were Art Costa and Joel
Hagen.

the first person to submit a mask to

The Ultimate Reading Machine

PEE

to Jennifer Girvin of Santa Rosa for
her ceramic mask entitled “Spirit
of the Vineyard.”
Honorable mentions went to
Candy Miller of Arcata, Mike
Dickau of Sacramento and Duane
Flatmo of Eureka.
Each mask was judged on de-

as

and Red Nectar - $5.50
Happy Hour 3-5 p.m.

og

Mask went to Sean Powers, of
Arcata, and the Best of Show went

pitchers of Sierra Nevada

e oN

geta 2nd FREE
Thurs. & Fri.

= st

Mon. & Tues.

by Humboldt County residents.

040H St. wetweentonarim

CDs &~

evolved,” she said. “We just
made it up. The neat thing about

entries,” he said.

“] was really surprised to win,”
he said. “I won the first year I

and international music to children
in his spare time.

DSN
That’s how much of The
Lumberjack is composed of
recycled paper and postconsumer waste. We also
use biodegradable ink and
are recyclable ourselves.
So even if you don’t agree
with us — don’t trash us.
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Shakespeare to get
modern twist at HSU
The subplots in the play reflect
the commercialized sex and collapsed values which plague Vienna.
Everding has chosen to give the
play acontemporary setting, which
requires, as he put it, selecting

modern analogies for the various
items present in the play.
“It’s exciting doing a modern
interpretation of Shakespeare,” he

By Jackson Garland
MANAGING EDITOR

“When a director decides to do
a play, he or she asks the question
‘Why do I want to do this play?”
Robert Everding, who posed the
above question to himself, knows
exactly why he wanted to direct

When you translate Shakespeare,
you have to make all kinds of decisions.”
Everding made such a decision
with the play’s opening scene in

Shakespeare’s “Measure for Mea-

which the Duke departs for the

sure,” which will run Thursday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. for the
next two weekends.
“I chose this play because I feel

peace conference. In Everding’s

it’s really relevant to what’s hap-

residence complete with secret service agents and a political aide.

pening in our world today,” said
Everding, a theater arts professor.
“It has something to say to the au-

dience — that the world has lost its
moral center.
“It asks, ‘Can someone with val-

ues survive in a world filled with
people in power who have no values?”
“Measure for Measure” is set in

said. “It’s exciting to createa world.

production, the Duke departs by

helicopter late one foggy night on
the back lawn of the government
“The modern references create
the proper feeling for each scene,”
he said.

“Translating Shakespeare has
been a trend of the last 20 years or
so. You can take plays and find a

overrun by crime and moral de-

visual world in which you can relate to the audience. It’s an experiment of creating and testing.”
In the past, productions of“Measure for Measure” have empha-

pravity because laws have not been

sized feminist concerns, the affects

enforced for many years. The Duke
of Vienna knows he does not have
the will to enforce the laws so he
initiates a plan in which he pretends to leave for a peace conference leaving the young Angelo in
charge.
Angelo hasa reputation for strict

of capitalism on society and has
been set in pre-Nazi Germany.

the town of

Vienna, which has been

law enforcement. The Duke, mean-

while, has actually stayed in Vienna
disguised as a friar so that he can
watch or help in the restoration of
government control over the
present immorality.

Everding,

who

“Mr. Pressler has the strength

By Marolyn Krasner

of Hercules,”

CAMPUS EDITOR

homeand practice, catcha plane,
perform, come back and teach
for whatever was left of the day.”
Pressler is a frequent guest of

Co-founder of the Beaux Arts
Trio, Grammy nominee and
mentor to an HSU music professor, pianist Menahem Pressler
will perform at HSU Saturday in
a rare solo recital.

some of the most prominent

Pressler, who holds the rank

of Distinguished Professor of
Musicat Indiana University, began his international concert career after winning top honors at
the Debussy Piano competition
in San Francisco in 1946.
Along with Daniel Guilet and
Bernard Greenhouse, Pressler,

a native of Magdeburg, Germany, founded the Beaux Arts
Trio in 1955. Since then the
group has become one of the
most stable and acclaimed cham-

ber music ensembles.
Deborah Clasquin, an HSU
music professor, said she listened to Pressler’s music as a

child and attributes him with
being the most famous pianist
for chamber music.

“He

she said. “He

would teach for 12 hours, go

has single-handedly

started a tidal wave of interest (in
chamber music) all over the world,”
she said.
In the past, Clasquin said, chamber music had a reputation ofbeing
for amateur musicians. His playing
helped raise the standards.
Clasquin received her doctorate
from Indiana University and said
the only reason she considered

moving from her home in the Boston area to Indiana was to be a
student of Pressler.
She said others have done the
same for many years.
“He has taught so many generations of pianists,” she said. “He

probably has students in every town
in the world.”
Besides being a great teacher,
Clasquin said, he also kept a heavy
tour schedule in between classes.

string quartets including the
Emerson Quartet of Dvorak’s
and Schumann’s piano quartets
and quintets. These recordings
have just been

Deutsche

released

records.
He has also recently released
a recording of Beethoven’s
“Choral Fantasy” with the
Leipzig Gewandhaus and Kurt
Masur.
In addition to the Grammy
nomination for his recording of
Dvorak’s piano quartet and quintet, Pressler also received

guy because he made me start
from scratch,” Clasquin said.
“Hereally steered me inthe right
musical direction.”

MICHAEL BOLTON
Greatest Hits

Clarence Thomas hearings.
“That’s ‘Measure for Measure’
exactly,” he said. “My first impulse
was to give it a feminist interpretation, but] realized itwas much larger
than that. This play echoes many of
today’s headlines and issues.”

FAITH

HILL

It Matters To Me
|
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GERALD LEVERT
& EDDIE LEVERT, SR.
Father And Son

the

Chamber Music America Service Award for 1995.
“Personally I owe it all to that

also directed

“Mrs. Warren’s Profession” and
“The Shannon Doyle Incident,”
was first inspired to produce “Measure for Measure” during the

by

Grammophon

uosyper jouer

ursday through Oct. 28

Pianist to make rare stop
as favor to HSU professor

epeoag v JO ubiseg

iebenaine For
Measure”
Van Duzer Theatre
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Mr. Bungle explores new frontiers on ‘Disco’
ditty called “Chemical Marriage,”
a song much more along the lines

By Jackson Garland
MANAGING EDITOR

of the first album.

Upon hearing “Disco Volante,”
the new Mr. Bungle album, you
might find yourself initially disappointed at how different it is from
the group’s self-titled first album.
Don’tworry, that depression will
subside once you give “Disco
Volante” a couple more listens.
Remnants of the first album’s style

backdropped by
Bungle’s circuslike mix of carousel music and joke

are still apparent, but as a whole it

“Carry Stress in
the Jaw,” finds
Patton utilizing a
vocal tactic he’s
well-known for —

appears that Mr. Bungle (whose
members are all Eureka natives)
has undergone a paradigm shift,
venturing much further out into
the unknown.
The first album is famous (at
least in certain circles) for its use of
very peculiar sound montages,
such as five minutes of dead air or
the sound of someone taking a

dump. While this album has nothing as memorable as a bowel movement segueing two songs together,
it still has many fine, if not downright weird, moments.
Mr. Bungle has lost John Zornas
its producer, which is surprising
because some of the new material
resembles Zorn’s acid jazz.
Thealbum opens with “Everybody I Went to High School With
is Dead,” a very bizarre and heavy

tune sung by a chorus of voices
sounding like it’s practicing for
some Pagan mantra chanting.

That’s followed by a catchy little

metal,

Mike Patton,

enough to shake your intestines to

the point of losing both bladder
and bowel control.

sharpened and eventually transforms into a mix of dark keyboard
and organ sounds punctuated bya

Jew’s harp.
Some of the lyrics

on “Phlegmatics” (“I
awoke

lowed my own teeth/

whistles
and
chirps in fine
Patton form.

And tried to cough
them up”) harken
back to moments on
the first album when
Patton sang about
snot and ear wax.
“The Bends” is a
10-minute sound

The next tune,

montage detailing

screaming,

some undersea ad-

with

ventures. The track,
however, seems to

some breathy vocals. The song finishes

out

borrow more from
—_Lynch’s
David

with

(presumably)
Patton doing what
sounds like a
pretty convincing
Grandpa

Simpson impersonation from the
show “The Simpsons.”

For my money, the best track on
the album is “Desert Search for
Techno Allah.” A Mid-Eastern

rhythm is intersped with a thicksounding techno beat.
If you turn the bass up enough
on your stereo and listen to this
track through headphones, the
techno beat might actually be

in

snot/ Dreamt I swal-

hums,

intersped

covered

This beat is overlaid with Patton

singing an Arabic-sounding mantra: “Qiyamat qiyamat a tawil’/
Qiyamat qiyamat insan al kamel.”
I’mnotexactly sure what he’s sing-

ing, but the way he sings it sounds
damn cool. The track finally builds
up to a superb crescendo finale.

“Violenza Domestica” begins
with the sound of a knife being

“Eraserhead” than
“20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea.”
“Merry Go Bye
Bye,” a great track
which closes the album, initially sounds like the most
mainstream song on “Disco
Volante.” The first two minutes of
the track sound likean outtake from
“The Little Shop of Horrors”
soundtrack, mixed with an Elvislike vocal from Patton on the cho-

3
rus.
After the second verse, the song
instantly transforms into aloud mix
of metal, screams and what sounds

JOHN LOPEZ
BODY PIERCING

like video game samples. This soon
fades away to a beautiful and harmonious finale which has Patton
reprising the opening vocals, soul-

fully singing as if his life depended
on it — “I feel I’m walking into
suicide/ But you'll be right there
by my side/ To beam my message

into space as I die.”
This would have been the perfect ending to the album, but a
six-minute collection ofassorted
percussion sounds and screams

You owe it to yourself.
You made it through the first
half of the semester!

HOUSE CALLS ONLY

t's free.
Ut’s close.
Jt's yours.

$5

Student Discount

Lowest Priced Jewelry

on Earth!
CMAA Certified

444-3497

follows. The montage is complete Bungle style, but is an inadequate ending to the album.
This should’ve been placed
somewhere in the middle of the
album, if not left off at all.

As a whole, however, “Disco

Volante” is a brilliant piece of
work. The only trouble is you

might have to be slightly insane
to realize it.

¢ Nothing’s too shocking
or too hot for the Red Hot

Chili Peppers whose mem-

bers Dave Navarro and Flea
kissed for the October cover
of Guitar magazine.
More than 100 stores in-

cluding some Wal-Marts have

deemed the cover inappropriate and refused to stock it.

Earlier this month WalMart also pulled T-shirts
bearing the slogan “Someday
a woman will be president.”
¢ Bosnia’s children are getting a little help from their
friends.

Bands such as the Stone

Roses, Oasis and Portishead

recorded a benefit album

which raised $3 million in four

days and became England’s
fastest-selling disc ever.
e It will be the era of

colorized records and singing news crews with the
completion of the merger between Turner Broadcasting
System and Time Warner.
This deal returns Time
Warner to its position as No.

1 entertainment company in
the world — a title it lost to
Disney over the summer.
¢ Gloria Estefan fans
should think twice about getting near her foranautograph.
After recovering froma bus
accident months ago, Estefan
and her husband decided to
relax off the coast of Miami’s
South Beach. The outing
turned tragic when an out-ofcontrol jet ski slammed into

the
couple’s
powerboat.

30-foot

The jet ski’s driver was

killed and his passenger was
injured.
¢ The dinosaurs are alive
once again.
Universal Pictures will release “The Land Before
Time III” straight to video
on Dec. 15. It will include a
sticker book and musicvideo.
— Carrie Bell

(Le Gary Photo)
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Volleyball squad ready for final stretch
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m@ Weekend split with UC
Davis and Sonoma State
has HSU poised for
conference crown.

pointed and they know that they have to be
mentally and physically prepared each time
out.”

By Steve Gress

“San Francisco hasa good team,” Raddish
said. “They took Sonoma to five games last

SPORTS EDITOR

For the second time in as many weeks,

HSU’s women’s volleyball team came away
with a huge win.
After defeating Chico State Oct. 7, the

Lady ’Jacks picked up their first win over
UC Davis since Oct. 5, 1991 in a thrilling
five-game match, 15-17, 15-11, 13-15, 15-

11, 15-13 last Friday. Unfortunately for
HSU, Sonoma State got the best of the Lady
Jacks the next night 15-2, 13-15, 15-5, 9-

15, 16-14.
“It was a good weekend,” head Coach
Tina Raddish said. “Any time you can split
on the road against two of the best teams in
conference it has to be a good weekend.”
The split gives HSU a 5-1 record in the
Northern California Athletic Conference
and a 15-6 mark overall.
“We would have loved to have won both
games,” Raddish said. “We haven’t played
back-to-back games against such strong
teams.”
After the win over the Aggies (5-1 NCAC,
14-9 overall), HSU came out flat against the
Cossacks (4-1 NCAC, 13-9 overall).
“It was a three-and-a-half hour match
against Davis and I think we lingered on
that wina

little too much,” Raddish said. “It

was a little tough to get up for the game

Saturday.”
The loss should provide a bit of a spark
for the Lady ’Jacks.

“It was a learning experience,” Raddish
said. “The

players are definitely disap-

HSU

hosts San Francisco State (1-5

NCAC, 10-16 overall) Saturday, finishing
the season with five of its last six matches of
the regular season at home.
Friday. They have some good hitters and

are much improved from last year.”

Even with five of the last six matches at
home, Raddish said the team can’t take anyone lightly.
“What I told them was HSU is one of the

teams that everyone wants to beat so we
have to constantly be ready for tough competition,” Raddish said. “San Francisco has
improved and Hayward has made a 180

degree turn from last year. You can’t take

any team lightly.”
Being at home should help, Raddish said.
“It is nice to end the season being at
home,” Raddish said. “Especially with midterms and things coming up. Basically for
the last four weeks the players have been
living out of a suitcase.”
One of the keys to the stretch run will be the
play of setter Erin Mutch. The senior from
Newbury Park holds the record for career
assists, a record she broke earlier in the season.

“Erin has done an excellent job for us,”
Raddish said. “She has been really smart with
who she has set to and has run the offense well.
We wouldn’t be where we are without her.”
Raddish also mentioned the play of hitters Jen Lundeen, Ani Thorpe and Amee
Foss. Lundeen had 27 kills in the match
against Davis while Thorpe had 19 and
Foss 12.
“They have all hit well,” Raddish said.

“The offense has been spread around well.
It’s nice to not just have one hitter.”

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF

Ani Thorpe has been one of catalysts for the Jacks offense this season.

The Lady *Jacks finish up the season
against Chico, Davis and Sonoma
over the next two weekends.

Anderson,
Humboldt
themselves

State

country programs in the nation,

homecoming tilt.

the HSU men’s and women’s
teams left an impression on oppo-

By Brian Wingfield

nents from all levels at the Drenth

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Invitational in Eugene, Ore. Sat-

There have been many im-

urday.

portant battles in history, but
to HSU and Chico State football players, the “battle for the
ax” might be the most impor-

Racing among NCAA Division

I programs from national powers
Oregon, Washington, Baylorand
Virginia Tech, the HSU men held
their own, placing seventh overall
and winning the open division

tant one of them all.

the eight

smaller school programs.
In the women’s

have a chance to win the conference title.”
Raddish said.

@ Jacks take on
Wildcats in

to

some of the best collegiate cross

competition among

“The girls know that if they play well they

HSU, Chico State
battle for the ax

Flores pace
Introducing

PHOTOGRAPHER

race, HSU’s

Sara Flores established herself as
one of the top runners in all divi-

sions, finishing eighth overalland

as the first Division II athlete
across the line. Floreswastimed

3

Y SPORTS INFORMATION
HSU cross country runner Rio Anderson has been a steady

_ performer for the men’s cross country team.
team to a

in 18 minutes, one second over

among

the five-kilometer course in

schools and 10th overall in the

Alton Baker Park, leading her

the

'
‘
.
Final women’s team placing saw

third place finish
non-Division

_field of 15 schools.

|

Oregon at the top with 25 points,

followed by Washington with 54.

See Anderson, page 28

been here.”
The “battle for the ax” will
also take place later this season
Nov.

11, under the Northern

California Athletic Conference
home-and-home format. HSU
is currently 4-1-1.
As a motivational tool
Whitmire said the team has pictures of Chico painting the ax

red last season.
“This rivalry is what sports

are all about,” he said, adding

Saturday’s 2 p.m. matchup «HSU has green spray paint
ready for a possible victory.
at Redwood Bow! will also be
“We want to get it back and
the ‘Jacks’ homecoming game.
keep it,” Whitmire said.
Last year Chico defeated HSU
In order to get the ax back —
15-13 and won the “battle of
and get the first homecoming
the ax” — a game which also
win in Whitmire’s tenure as
T Sethia ie pelea
HSU head football coach — the
*Jacks’ defense will have to stop
,
Cnn oe Teens oT
Chico’s passing game.
“Quite frankl wie hinoen't wor
The Wildcats’ Steve Lopez
1 chaessstbtne wii inion I’ve

See Ax, page29.

_.
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Mark of excellence

Former athletes earn Hall of Fame honors
@ Five new members will
be honored during
halftime of Saturday’s
homecoming game at
Redwood Bowl.
The arena ofaccomplishment has reached
far beyond the playing field, court and trail
for five elite student-athletes who gave their
best to HSU. All have found success and the
rewards that go with it in their post-collegiate lives, passing along the ethic and desire to excel to others in a variety of venues.
Saturday, HSU will pay tribute to the five
special people with induction into its Athletics Hall of Fame.

Richard Cahill

the NCAA West Region tournament where
she was named to the all-tournament team.
That season also marked the first NCAA

But Cahill’s greatest skill on the football
field was yet to be realized. After two years in

the army, Cahill embarked upon a teaching
and coaching career that has benefited thousands of young students and athletes.

postseason appearance
women’s sports program.

During that championship season Cheek

After earning his bachelor’s degree in so-

posted an earned run average of 0.77, the
13th best mark in the nation.
Cheek graduated from HSU in 1992 with
a bachelor’s in nursing and minor in physical education and is employed asa nurse at
Valley Care Health Systems in Pleasanton.

cial studies and physical education at HSU
in 1965, Cahill’s first coaching and teaching
assignment was at Westwood High School
in Lassen County. A year later he returned to
Humboldt County, beginning a legendary
coaching career at Fortuna High that has
extended to this year, his season of planned
retirement.

In 1992 Teresa married Dean Stavert, an

officer with the Alameda County Police

Department in Dublin. Teresa is the adop-

As head coach at Fortuna High for the
past 21 years, Cahill’s teams have achieved
116 victories, five league titles and seven
state playoff appearances. All who played

tive mother to three children, Heather (17),

Teresa Cheek Stavert

lage, share the stories of respect for the man
they called teammate and coach.

always had her best “stuff.”

As a football player, Richard Cahill was
known for his insurmountable will to succeed. As a coach, Cahill effectively nurtured those same qualities within the young
players he has mentored for the past 30

Ryan (9) and Ricky (7).

Teresa Cheek Stavert

with Dick Cahill, or learned under his tute-

Cahill and his wife Patricia still live in

From first to last pitch, Teresa Cheek
In seven short years of its revival at HSU,
the legacy of HSU softball continues to

grow. But its beginning is rooted within the
talent and tenacity of an exciting pitcher
named Teresa Cheek.
When the program was reinstated at HSU
in 1989, new head Coach

years.

Frank Cheek

needed a proven “ace.” He didn’t have to
look any further down the bench than to his
own family, where his daughter Teresa was
ready for the call.
In her very first season, Teresa established seven individual school records while

Cahill starred asa defensive lineman from
1956-58, earning the respect and attention
of his teammates, coaches and opponents.
He worked his way into the Lumberjacks
lineup, earning all-conference honorable
mention in 1957.
Utilizing a strong work ethic, Cahill continued to develop his skills and was recognized asa first team all-conference selection

for any HSU

Frank Ebiner
Frank Ebiner is living proof that even in
“individual” sports, championships are
fashioned through teamwork.
Years of training came to fruition for

Ebiner during the 1980 cross country sea-

son, amemorable campaign that ended ina
national championship for the HSU men’s
team. As the team’s No. 3 man, Ebiner

proved to be the critical link to that title,
running the race of his life and earning AllAmerican honors.

Knownasa “big meet” performer, Ebiner
came through when the stakes were greatest. He did it in 1978, claiming All-American status in the 5,000 meters at the na-

helping establish two school records. She

tional track championships and again that
fall, finishing among the best at the cross

helping the team achieve a 7-2 record that
season and catapulting it to even greater

Richard Cahill

was named first team all-conference and
Northern California Athletic Conference
Pitcher of the Year while helping her team to
the league title.
Theaccomplishments continued to grow

Ferndale, where they raised their four chil-

in 1990, as Cheek led the team to another

of life, building a library and instituting
agricultural projects as a Peace Corps vol-

achievements in the next few years.

dren, Denise, Chris, Jennifer and Greg.

NCAC title and its first-ever appearance in

See Hall, page 27

and All-American in 1958. He was a critical
building block in the HSU success story,

DENTISTRY

country national meet.
Following his collegiate career, Ebiner
quietly continued to set the pace in the race

(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS
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Hall: halftime ceremony set for five inductees
e Continued from page 26

eight years.
Pate graduated from HSU in 1986 witha

unteer in the Fiji Islands.
After his two-year stint in the Peace Corps,

Bachelor’s

Ebiner came home to California and began a
to benefit athletes and students. For the past

five years he has served as head coach of the
boy’s and girl’s cross country teams while

astounding success, remaining unbeaten in

league competition for three consecutive seasons. His boy’s team placed fourth in the

spring 1997,

California State Championships in 1992,

from HSU in 1982 and earned a teaching
credential and master’s from Cal Poly
Pomona in 1985.
He lives in Pomona with his wife, Noreen

Frank Ebiner
Eddie Pate

served as a coach for several high school
girls’ basketball teams, and worked as

assistant women’s

coach at the Univer-

sity of Alaska Fairbanks one season.
She has worked as a full-time forest
technician for the Department of Natural
Resources in Fairbanks.
Oliver is presently completing her Fire
Science degree at the University of Alaska

Fernandes, whom he married in 1992. The

Ebiners are parents of one son, Joshua, born
Feb. 28, 1995.

Kathy Oliver found a way to hurt opponents, whether it was stealing a pass, dishing
offto an open teammate or delivering a threepoint shot of her own.

Want free
publicity?

more than defensive backs in his wake. He
re-wrote

the record

books,

establishing

school marks for career receptions (172),
seasons (75), and is third all-time in touchdown passes received with 15.

can honors in 1982 and 1983.
When a knee injury interrupted Pate’s
collegiate career in 1984, he barely broke
stride, working hard to rehabilitate the joint.
He returned to HSU for his final season in

once the game began, her speed and savvy
earned the respect of point guards, forwards and towering centers alike.
The HSU women’s basketball record
book features Oliver’s name in seven different categories. She ranks third in both

Planning an event?

receiver on the HSU football team, Pate left

his first three years as a Lumberjack. His
accomplishments earned Pate All-Ameri-

At 5-feet tall, Oliver didn’t cut an opposing figure on the warm-up court. But

1985, and after another banner campaign,

signed with the NFL’s San Diego Chargers

Submit items to
the Calendar!
All you gotta do is:
e

Turn in by 5 p.m. Friday

before publication and
e Include full address of
event, a phone number and

contact person.

in April 1986.
Another knee injury and a pair of surgeries ended Pate’s professional football aspi-

season (134) and career (362) assists,

rations, but as always, he remained focused

fourth in career steals (142), seventh in
single-season three-pointers (27) and
third in career three-pointers (78).

Kathy Oliver

Oliver is also among the Lumberjacks’
all-time scorers with 701 points in three

Fairbanks and is scheduled to graduate in

years, and still holds the single game

sity and head freshmen girls coach at West

record of 15 assists.
After earning her bachelor’s in biology
from HSU, Oliver continues to stand tall

as a fire fighter, emergency medical technician and basketball coach. She has

ee

the post as he had so many would-be defenders.
During his collegiate career as a wide

At first, itlooked easy for Pate, who caught
the attention of professional scouts during

Kathy Oliver

@®

December. She is serving as assistant varValley High School in Fairbanks.

Eddie Pate
When adversity stood in his way, Eddie
Pate made a quick move and outraced it to

on the positive, working for an organization
called “Pros for Kids” during the time of his
rehabilitation. The non-profit group worked
to educate children about the dangers of
drugs while helping them learn about goal-

setting and positive self-esteem.
Pate continues his activity in that arena,
serving as camp director for a summer pro-

gram called “Kops-N-Kids” in Sacramento.
He has been involved with that program for

e
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editing and
¢ publication is
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but what do you have to
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109 4th Street, Eureka
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and

his wife Valeri and their 2-year-old
daughter, Karley. He is currently pursuing a doctorate degree in sociology from
the University of Washington and is
scheduled to complete the degree in

Ebiner’s teams at La Puente have enjoyed

Gabriel Valley Coach of the Year.
Ebiner graduated cum laude with his
bachelor’s degree in wildlife management

management,

Pate lives in Seattle, Washington , with

also teaching science at La Puente High
School.

San

in wildlife

completed his master’s in sociology in 1993.
He also worked as the university’s assistant
director of admissions and records from
1989-93.

coaching and teaching career that continues

and Ebiner has twice been named

27
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Anderson: leads men
¢ Continued from page 25

Dressler went out with the leaders

The teams were also scored separately by Divison I and non-Division I, with HSU scoring 71 points
to place behind Puget Sound (30)
and Simon Fraser (57). Neither of
those teams competes in Division

State (63). Oregon won the men’s

and had to draw on strength based
in high-training mileage to score
well.
“] was trying to get a good position early and I ended up too far up
in the pack,” Dressler said. “I was
inand out ofmy rhythm from there
on,and I was really surprised when
I found out how high I had finished.”
The gap between Anderson and

Divison I title with 31 points to

HSU’s

Boise State’s 44.

Roundy, was only 38 seconds.
Expected to tighten the top five
scoring spots even further for the

II, where HSU

is ranked 6th na-

tionally in the most recent poll.
HSU’s men scored 51 points to
edge Puget Sound (51) and Chico

Rio Anderson paced the *Jacks
in the men’s race, placing 24th
overall with a time of 25:49 on the
eight-kilometer course. He worked
the team’s pre-race strategy to perfection, helping HSU gain momentum heading into the Northern
California Athletic Conference
Championships, set for Oct. 28 in
San Francisco.
“Weranavery smartteam race,”
said

Anderson,

a senior

No.

4 finisher,

is Dutch

Luke

NCAC

meet

Yerton,

HSU’s

lone returning national

qualifier who made the Oregon
trip but was held out of competition by head Coach Dave Wells to
allow healing time for tendonitis in
his left knee.
“Today’s performance was certainly the best team race we’ve seen
from the menin the past two years,”
Wells said. “Once we get Dutch
back in there, we should definitely
be a strong contender for the conference title.”

from

Redway. “Evan (Sjostrom) and I
kept an even pace and really didn’t
start racing until the second mile.
After that, it was just a matter of
picking people off as the race developed.”

In the women’s race, Flores was

catching the attention of potential

Sjostrom supported HSU’s ef-

Division I All-Americans she was

fort by placing 39th, just 10 seconds behind teammate Jason

running among. Her own strategy
of going out hard and hanging on

Dressler in 33rd. While Anderson

proved worthwhile.
“J didn’t move up much. | prob-

and Sjostrom used even pacing,

PHOTO

HSU SPORTS INFORMATION

C

HSU runners Kim Sousa (left) and Courtney Cannizzaro finished strong at the Drenth Invitational
in Eugene, Ore. Saturday. The Lady ‘Jacks placed 10th overall in the mostly Division | field.
reached the point we need to be
pulled one another along, as did
ably only passed two runners the
at heading into championship
Lara Schultz (70th) and Jessica
entire race,” said Flores, who
season.”
Leal (73rd) to complete the scorearned All-American honors as a
Following next weekend’s
ing five.
junior last year. “It felt good to be
open weekend, HSU will fo“Tt was another big day for Sara
up there with them. It’s really not
cus on the NCAC meet where
Flores, but it’s also nice to see
intimidating.”
the women’s team will be out
people like Courtney and Jessica
While Flores was running up
front, her teammates worked to-

gether in a strong pack not too far
back. Kim Sousa (56th) and
Courtney

Cannizzaro

(57th)

make another step up,” Wells
said. “When you combine that
with good races from Kim Sousa

ence champion.

and Lara Shultz, it’s clear we’ve

tive years.

to unseat UC Davis as confer-

The

Aggies

have won the title 14 consecu-
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Happy-Hour
M-Th 5-8p.m.

Friday 4-8p.m.
glass

Bud & Henry’s
Anchor Steam

pint

HUM~BOATS

pitcher

75¢

$1.50

$3.50

$1.25

$2.25

$5.50

SAILBOATS ~ KAYAKS
RENTALS ~ SALES

THURSDAY NIGHT!
SPECIALS
glass

ache

and many other great lines.

FRIDAY NIGHT
SPECIALS

Perfect for school, work and play.

Margaritas & Daiquiris $2.50
Well Drinks

Bud & Henry’s
»

COME woe

$1.25 $2.50 $5.25

Octoberfest

Anchor Steam

:

75¢ $1.50 $3.25

Miller High Life _
Anderson Valley

pint

‘

$1.75

_Siass pint
$1.25 $2.25
75¢

a

$1.75

WANT TO BE A PILOT’?

Jacoby's Storehouse

Safe, personal and relaxed

at the foot of the stairs on the way to Plaza Grill |
Levan

8

flight instruction at

_

affordable rates.

_ Check us out!

pitcher

$5.50

Call Redwoods Flying Club

ame

825-7803

oh,

at Murray Field, Eureka,

5

a

today for an

$3.50
ie

a

Evenings 822-5597
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Whitmire instills team unity at HSU
By Matt Krupnick
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Although

football head coach Fred

Whitmire is honored to be coaching at his

alma mater, members ofhis HSU teams since
1991 most likely are honored to be coached
by the former Lumberjack standout.
Whitmire was part of the 1960 team that
went 10-0 in the regular season and played

for the national championship in the Holi-

tion at HSU in 1991.
“To be able to coach at your alma mater is
a great experience,” he said.
Whitmire contributed to the 1960 season
as quarterback for the ‘Jacks but is hesitant
to offer self-praise.
“In truth, I was fortunate to be in the right
place at the right time,” Whitmire said. “I

was an average athlete.
“A quarterback takes way too much credit

and blame. I got much more credit than |

day Bowl in St. Petersburg, Fla. He lists the

1960 season as a highlight in his years of
football experience.
“I think we had good team chemistry,”
Whitmire said. “We liked playing around
each other.”

deserved. I just had good players around
me.”
Whitmire is quick to give credit to former

head Coach Phil Sarboe, who led HSU

teams to 20 straight wins from 1959 to 1960

before losing to Leno

ir-Rhyne, 15-14, in
Whitmire, a Eureka native who graduated - the Holid
ay Bowl.
from HSU in 1963 after 18 months in the
For his amazing season Sarboe was
armed forces, was inducted into the HSU
awarded NAIA Coach of the Year honors.
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1974. He began his
His team couldn’t have agreed more with
collegiate coaching career at College of the
the decision.
Redwoods in 1967 and remained there for
“We were very excited,” Whitmire said.
24 years before earning the head coach posi“He was a very
deserving person.”

Though Whitmire admits he was influenced by Sarboe, he preaches individuality.
“I think one of the things that is important,” he said, “is that everyone has to be

HSU’s record under Whitmire
Year

NCAC

Overall

1991

2-3

6-5

works together,” he said. “The athletes real-

1992

3-2

7-4

team you are on if the other parts aren’t
working.
“If the other team scores 25 points, we
need to score at least 26. By the same measure, if we score 25 points we need to make
sure the other team doesn’t score more than
24.”

1993

1-2-1

4-6-1

1994

2-1

8-2

1995

1-0

4-1-1

Total

9-8-1

29-18-2

themselves. There is only one Phil
one Vince Lombardi, one George
Sincearriving at HSU, Whitmire
to bring the entire team together.
“Everything is measured by how

Sarboe,
Seifert.”
has tried
the team

izenow thatit doesn’t matter what part of the

Whitmire said he has kept in touch with

all but a few of the players on the 1960 team.

He tries to instill the same sense of family on
his teams.
“I am trying to bring the team together,”
he said.

SOURCE: HSU Sports Information Dept.

Ax: Homecoming battle
¢ Continued from page 25
has attempted 234 passes, netting 1,558
yards and 10 touchdowns. HSU might get
some help in the form of free safety Nick
Mitchell, who has been trying to get over a
chronic ankle sprain. Mitchell is expected
to play against Chico.
“Their offense plays exceptionally well,”

Whitmire said. “Their biggest problem — if
they have one — is that their defense gives
up a few points.”

Quarterback Chris Shipe has been very
sharp in practice this week, Whitmire said.
And the offensive line has been playing well
all season long, so the potential is there fora
big offensive day.
“Our offensive line has done an excellent
job of protecting Chris and opening up holes
for the running backs all season long,” he

is expected to play after straining his neck
two weeks ago against Sonoma. McGee
and running back KeAlii Clifford rank one
and two on the team in all-purpose yards
and in scoring. McGee has 660 yards and
48 points, while Clifford has obtained 544
yards and 36 points.
HSU enters the game as the 30th ranked
pass offense in the nation with 248.3 yards

per game while the Wildcats are rated 23rd at
a 259.7 clip.
“If Chico scores well on offense, I guess

that could turn things around,” Whitmire
said. “But I feel confident our offense will do
well.”

“We would like a cheering crowd like at the
end of the St. Mary’s game,” Whitmire said. “A
crowd can really play a big part. They can really
raise the emotions of the players.

said,

“We're hoping for a nice crowd, good

One of the running backs, Percy McGee,

weather and a victory,” he said.

er

nie

iia!
KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Chris Shipe (No. 6) leads the high-powered HSU offense against Chico State

Saturday. HSU will try to avenae last year’s 15-13 loss to the Wildcats.
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Classes! Classes!
- Surfboards from Taylor, Arrow, Xanadu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

Wet

Suits -

from Hotline, O'Neill, Rip Curl, Xcel, Quicksilver and Billabong!

* Skateboards -
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Try our improved Advantage Jacket

from Think, Consolidated, New School, Adrenalin, Black Label and More!

074)

¢ finishing knits

101723)

¢ beg. knitting

11/5

| Me

EN

MeTad

from Joyride, Ride, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Yellow Bus and More!

open daily

‘Clothes From Rip Curl, O'Neill, Billabong, Bear, Scorpion Bay, Roxy, Volcom and More!

MOONSTONE

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

SENSE.

¢ hiking sox

822-4269

Plus shoes, used gear, repairs & advice

GOOD

10/19

* Snowboards -

Now available in
women’s sizes too!

E xTREME

¢ knit cables

932 Ninth St., Arcata
across from the Co-op

941

H St.

Arcata
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Sports calendar

SCOREBOARD

Oct. 18 - Oct. 24

-FOOTBALL

vs. Chico St.

ae

Budweiser.
KING

OF

BEERS,

@

¢ Overall Standings

¢ NCAC Standings

Team

W

LT

HSU

1

0

Chico St.

eS

SonomaSt.

0

1

pet

GB

Team

I

We

0

1.000

-

HSU

64

ae

500

.5

Chico St.

er

1 ~

~°#&.250

1

SonomaSt.

0

Saturday

pet.

Redwood Bowl, 2 p.m.

a

Men's
at S..F St.

1
a

.083

1

5

Friday
Maloney Field, 4 p.m.

¢ Last Week’s Results

¢ Schedule

at Sonoma St.

HSU bye

Saturday

Chico St. 38, BC 22

Chico St. at HSU, 2 p.m.

Cal Poly SLO 56, Sonoma St. 10

Sonoma St. at Univ. of Idaho

Sunday
Cossack Field, 2 p.m.
Women's

at S.F. St.

Mesa St at Chico St.

Friday
Maloney Field, 2 p.m.

¢ NCAC Players of the Week
Offense — None

at Sonoma St.

Defense — None

Sunday
Cossack Field, noon

TOURNAMENTS

vs S.F. St.

VOLLEYBALL
¢ NCAC Standings

CONGRATULATIONS
to these

Undefeated Intramural Teams
Bera Sharp Chickens, I Don't
ow

B SOCCER-Todds Addiction, Nutmeg

5
em

HSU
UC Davis

SonomaSt.

4

1

800

5

Chico St.
Hayward
S..F St.

3
a
4
2
2

500
333
167

2
3
4

HSU
UC Davis

0

Stanislaus

C SOCCER-NTC

SOFTBALL-Team Slappy, Purple Gels, Players
Bubba Chucks, Murphy Dancing
Herd of Fatmen, Blazers

Team

-

.-

A BASKETBALL-No Named, Showdown

B BASKETBALL-Gus and the Rejected

6
9

714
.609

13

9

591

ChicoSt.

6

13

316

Hayward
SFStL

1
10

«615
16

423
£385

Stanislaus

8

16

.333

SonomaSt.

4.5

000

6§

15
14

e Last Week’s Results

* NCAC Player of the Week

HSU 3, UC Davis 2

Kristina Svendsen, UC Davis

Sonoma St. 3, HSU 2

Colleen Ferguson, Sonoma St.

UC Davis 3, Stanislaus 0

¢ Schedule

Sonoma St. 3, SF State 2

Friday

S.F. St. at HSU, 7 p.m.

AVOLLEYBALL-Working Warriors

MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN’S

B VOLLEYBALL-Blunders

¢ NCAC Standings
—
Team

¢ NCAC Standings
W
Team

C BASKETBALL-Punishers, Dawgs

CROSS COUNTRY
¢ National Rankings
Women’s
1. Adams
2. Air Force
3. Western State
4. Abilene Christian
5. Wisconsin-Parkside
6. HSU
7. Mankato

UC Davis 3, S..F St. 1
Chico St. 3, Stanislaus 2
Chico St. 3, Hayward 1
Hayward 3, Menlo 0

Nudists, Green Bowl Packers

See, OFF

8. UC Davis
9. Minnesota-Duluth
10. Ashland

6FT AND UNDER-Redwood

AA VOLLEYBALL-Zig Zags, Bone Poppers

Break out your pads and helmets and get ready
for some excitement!
Roller Hockey Tournament - October 21, 22
Divisions for Male, Female and Coed team
$25 for a student team
Deadline for entry is October19
You don't need to be fast; closest estimated time
will win a Thanksgiving turkey!

Turkey Trot Footrace - November 5

Divisions for Males and Females of all ages.
Register the day of the race.
CORRECTION: The Super Team Tournament
will be held on November 11 & 12.

Its a weekend of fun and lots of free food
and the bragging rights of being the
super team.

Super Team Tournament,
November 11 & 12
$20 forfeit fee

8-5-1

1

O

Chico St.
UC Davis
S..F St.
HSU
Hayward

5
5
4
3
2

1
3
4
4
4

2 8-4-2
0 6-7-0
0 5-9-0
1 3-9-1
2 2-10-2

NotreDame
Stanislaus

2
1

5
7

1
O

7-5-1
1-13-0

Women’s

1. HSU

kL

T

2. UC Davis
3. Hawaii Hilo
4. Seattle Pacific

Overall
12-1-0

Sonoma St.

6

0

O

Chico St.
UC Davis
HSU
S..F St.
Hayward

4
3
2
3
0

1
2
5
4
6

1 9-3-1
1 9-4-1
0 7-5-0
0 6-9-0
O 2-12-0

5. Grand Canyon
6. UC Riverside
7. Portland St.

8. Cal Poly Ponoma
9. Cal Stanislaus
10. SF State

¢ Last Week’s Results

¢ Last Week’s Results

HSU 8, Mills College 0
Chico St. 2, HSU 0

HSU 3, Notre Dame 2
Chico St. 4, HSU 0

¢ NCAC Player of the Week

Men's rankings were not available.

Christina Bell, Sonoma St.
* NCAC Player of the Week
Jeremy Sweet, Sonoma St.

¢ Schedule

Friday
¢ Schedule

HSU at S.F. St.

Friday

Sunday

HSU at S.F. St.

HSU at Sonoma St.

Sunday
HSU at Sonoma St.
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Men's, women’s soccer end losing streaks
By Brian Wingfield
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU’s women’s soccer team ended afive-

game losing streak in impressive fashion by
scoring eight goals against Mills College
Saturday.

The victory came after a 2-0 loss to Chico
State two days earlier.
“We hadn’t been playing well the last few

games,” head Coach Kim Benson said. “I
was happy to see we turned things around.
Chico is just a better team.”

and lost 1-0. I think we play better on the
road. I think that will be an advantage for

before the losing streak, One of the reasons

for the skid was the strength of the conference. The Northern California Athletic
Conference has three teams ranked in the
top 20 in the nation. HSU has a 2-5 conference record and a 7-5 mark overall with
both conference wins coming against the
same team, CSU Hayward.
Benson was happy about the effort her

team gave against Chico.
“We didn’t quit which was great,” she

ps

ae

é

ee
d

HSU willthen take on Sonomain Rohnert

Park Sunday before finishing the regular

season at home against UC Davis Oct. 26.
The last time HSU faced Sonoma — the
second-ranked team in the country — on
Oct. 3, they lost 6-0.
“We want to go out and play a lot closer
“We sort of threw in the towel. We made a
lot of mental errors. I don’t want to see us do
that again. I want us to at least play to our
potential.
“We should finish the season above .500,”

she said.

HSU went into overtime against Davis
Sept. 30. Benson said HSU has the talent to

come away with at least one victory in their
remaining three games. Beating Sonoma

will be a tough task, so in order to fulfill
Benson’s goal, HSU will probably have to at

least split the games against San Francisco
and Davis.

gram, presented other problems for HSU.

Men’s Soccer

“I was nervous playing down to their
level and we didn’t do that,” Benson said.

“Eight different players scored and we
needed it. It was good to see us play two
good games in a row.”
Benson said Maria Spetzler had a great
week.

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

After winning the NCAC championship
last season the *Jacks have struggled to pro-

HSU’s Lisa Stromme (No. 20) battles with a San Francisco State player. The
Lady ’Jacks ended a five-game losing streak Saturday with an 8-0 win against

duce points after losing most of their scorers

Mills College in Oakland.

from a year ago.
“Goals can hide many sins, butwe haven’t

ment,” he said. “It was the first time we lost

been getting many of them,” head Coach
Alan Exley said. “None of our frontline or

“(She) played phenomenally,” Benson

midfield returned from last year. We’ve

said. “She was very creative on offense.

played and dominated a vast majority of our
games, but we haven’t converted that into
goals.”
HSU is 3-9-1 after a 3-2 victory over
College of Norte Dame last Saturday. Exley
said the final score didn’t reflect how close
the game was. He was able to give playing
time to some of his bench players.

And she held them on defense at her position.”

Since losing to San Francisco State Oct.
7, Benson said the team has been practicing
hard but hadn’t been able to transfer the
added effort into games until last week.
Ironically, the team’s next opponent will
be San Francisco State Friday at 2 p.m. in

However, the game against Chico State

San Francisco.

last Thursday was a very frustrating loss,

“They beat us here, so it is a big revenge
match,” Benson said. “We played poorly

Exley said.
“The Chico game was a huge disappoint-

>»
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ee
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and lip balms

by more than one goal in the season.”
Chico scored two goals early which the
*Jacks disagreed with.

“Both goals we felt were offsides,” Exley
said. “I think that got us down. And then we
gave up the third goal just before halftime.”
HSU lost the game 4-0.
“They (Chico) play very well at home,”

Exley said. “And we play very well at home.
They
didn’t
us.”
The
Friday

clearly deserved to beat us. But we
think they were that much better than

“We felt in both games (against San Francisco and Sonoma) we dominated the last
time,” Exley said. “But they both play tough
at home.”
Witha conference record of 3-4-1, Exley
said he wants to finish the season with a
“strong conference record.” The last six
remaining games are conference games.
“We have a rash of injuries on defense,”
Exley said. “Three out of four starting defenders are out. It’s a huge loss when 70
percent of your defense isn’t healthy.
“W erealittle embarrassed of our record,”

’Jacks will take on San Francisco
and Sonoma Sunday. Both games

will be on the road.

he said. “But I’m really proud of this team.
They’ve really hung in there. We feel the
future is bright.”
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than we did the last time,” Benson said.

The Lady ’Jacks started the season 6-0,
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CHRIS
Proudly present Eureka’s
first original tattoo and piercing studio
i

¢ Single use needles
_
e Autoclave sterialization
¢Fine line, Custom, Tribal, Cover-ups

¢ Best prices on quality body jewelry

Rentals

James Foye, D.M.D
The Family Dental Practice
Cleanings,
Examinations and
Preventative Care

Best Tattoos and
Body-piercings on the North Coast
Call for an appointment or just drop by.
It’s worth the drive to Eureka.

445-3809
3610

BROADWAY,

EUREKA

Our reputation is impeccable —ask around

@

Students
Welcome!

Member of the ADA, CDA and

The Academy of General Dentistry

442°1763
618 Harris Street, Eurcka
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Farrakhan’s message of hate

nn

pres

ERE

receives few cheers at March

en

he clear messages of unity, atonement, responsibility and
empowermentat the Million Man March on Monday eclipsed
the bigoted hatred espoused by the man who organized the
event.
,
Several hundred thousand black men converged in a show of unity and

Six Mire sot Dorsan
J
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THINK
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solidarity upon the nation’s capital. The marked absence of prominent
African-American figures as Colin Powell discredited not the event—
because it belonged to the people— but the messenger.
Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of

Islam, brings a message of self-sufficiency,

” CAMPUS VOICE:

self-respect and independence to the Afri-

Will the Million Man March make

can-American community. Unfortunately,

a difference in race relations?

overt intolerance and racial/religious sepa-

See what some HSU

ratism come as part of the package.

students said.

34

Farrakhan is always one to capitalize on
his own negative publicity— in an interview just two weeks ago, Farrakhan

referred to Jews as “bloodsuckers,” exemplifying the undisguised contempt he holds toward people of other races and religious persuasions.
The crowd’s unemotional response to Farrakhan’s speech, compared
to its spirited, warm reception of 82-year-old civil rights icon Rosa Parks,
exemplified the view that Farrakhan’s prejudiced personal agenda be-

came lost in the enormity and importance of the overall message.
While Nation of Islam supporters frequently claim they cannot be racist
because African Americans don’t command enough power, their very
leader proves this to be untrue. His remarks regarding Jews, whites and
other non-blacks can only widen the rift between cultures. The crowd’s
reaction to Farrakhan’s two-hour diatribe stands as evidence that black
empowerment does not have to come at the expense of racial tolerance.
a

Not my kid!

Surviving parent's weekend without a spanking
his weekend is parent’s weekend,
where the pursuit of higher education is reduced to summer

camp.
If you think about it, college is the ultimate summer camp. Parents don’t want their
kids lingering around the house all the time
so they throw together a little money and
send them out to the woods to make friends,

grow their hair long and hopefully come
back in four years with some sort of accreditation.

David Chrisman

When kids go to college, there’s usually a
lot of crying. After the first few weeks, some

people can’t handle it and want to go back
home, but when parent’s weekend

rolls

around it’s pretty obvious that any sort of
common interests have been thrown away
like flowery stationery.
Here’s alittle advice to make a good weekend out of hanging around with the folks.

how to bounce a quarter ina glass, just show
them and they might buy you dinner.
If you live in the dorms and want to drop
in on a few friends with the folks, make sure

you schedule in advance. Older people have
very perceptive noses and marijuana has a
fairly universal smell, no matter how much

you paid for it.

First of all, give them bad directions. It

Speaking of marijuana, the subject inevi-

may be rude to have them take the whole trip

tably comes up when out-of-towners visit

for nothing, but it’s probably in your best

Some parents are impressed if you show
them some things you’ve learned in college.

Humboldt County. If your parents are
chemically curious, I recommend memorizinga prepared statement: “I understand this
part of the country has a reputation for cannabis, but I have never met anyone who has
come in contact with such a dangerous
drug.” It’s important that you not laugh

You don’t have to tell them why you know

during this speech.

interest and they'll get a nice driving tour of
the North Coast anyway. Ours is a small and
remote school and it’s important to take full

advantage.

Ifyou haven’t started your assigned reading yet, the few days before your parents
come up is probably the best time. I’ve tried
winging it, and it doesn’t work. If you don’t
have the time, which is completely understandable, just memorize a few words from
the index. For example:
“Well, Dad, in Engineering 111 we’re
learning about Aliases, Analysis and the
Balanced Incomplete Block design.” If your
parents are smart, they might be suspicious

by your firstname and make you “the usual.”

that your class is taught in alphabetical order, but probably not. Also, I wouldn’t rec-

If your parents offer to take you out to
dinner with “a few friends,” don’t hesitate
to reap the benefits ofone of the most sought
after events in college — a free meal. I say

ommend

asking for help on your home-

work, you'll just look stupid.
It also helps to familiarize yourself with
the campus before giving a tour. It’s embarrassing when you have to consult a map to
find the library. If your parents are really
curious, they might want to see one of your
classrooms. If this happens and you haven’t
been going to class enough to be 100 percent sure, just cut the tour short and go
hiking.
If you’re downtown, avoid pointing out

liquor stores that don’t card. This is need-

less information unless you and your parents are the same age.
If you happen to be of legal drinking age

Everyone I know in college has some sort
of collection of empty beer bottles. They’re
nice decorations, but otherwise totally

worthless and can only incriminate you in
front of your parents. What are you going to

do, lug 600 pounds of empty beer bottles all
over the world with you until you’re 80?
No. Recycle them, buy a 12-pack and start
all over again. It’s called the downward spi-

ral; get used to it.

screw your poor friends and auction off
tickets to the highest bidders. Again, you
may want to learn the first names of these

rich suckers before introducing them to your
parents, but other than that your parents
won’t catch on and if they do you can feel
guilty all the way to the bank.
Finally, and most importantly, don’t let
your parents read this. If they start thumbing through The Lumberjack, take out a
lighter and burn the sucker. I’ll understand

completely and I’m sure it won’t be the first
time.

and want to visit a bar with Mom and Dad,

plan ahead so the bartender doesn’t call you

Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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Letters to the editor <9
‘Liquid Lunch’ was sexist

Do you think the Million Man March
will make a difference in race relations?

After reading David Chrisman’s column
regarding his migraine headaches, I laughed
so hard at his ridiculous observations about
women, I got the hiccups.
The truth of the statement made by Sonjia
Johnson, “...that women cannot trust the
men to represent us,” still rings true.
Then, I began to sympathize with him
(and all other breeders, male and female,

“| basically think
that it will make
people more

“No. | just don’t
think it will make
things better, |

aware, but |
don’t know if it

think it will make
things harder.”

will have much
ofan impact.”

§ STEVEN TAYLOR

:

fit into the Marcia Brady image. I was more

HEATHER DUNHAM

wildlife junior

“Yes, but not a

like him). I, too, used to think that the quest
to play the “dating game” was the most
worthwhile game out there; always frustrated at myself because asa woman, I didn’t

liberal studies senior

“It's gonna take
a long time to
ch ange things.”

positive one,

because of the

like a linebacker meets Gidget.
At that point, I realized my models were
TV and sports figures (it seems Chrisman’s
are also). But, I’m not either of those and
damn glad. Football players, trained to be
aggressive, are more likely than other males
to be physically abusive to their lovers and
others. (Cool, huh?) And TV is warped. It
does not sufficiently represent society or
how the world should be.
If one were to assume that all women
should act like those female characters on

TV I'd ignore and insult women also. But,
we know that outside of TV’s one — maybe
two — dimensional unreality, there are non-

representation

white, non-rich, non-fashionable, non-ema-

they had. It
could have been

types.
So I suggest to Chrisman that ifhe accepts
the fact that itis OK not to be an immaculate

a lot better.”

ciated people working hard against stereo-

BILL MEYER
liberal studies senior

SATTY IWAI
extended education

housekeeper (and doesn’t expect anyone
else to do it for him), stops watching too

much TV and that, after his mother’s gen-

the Lunch boy and any other men who feel

that they can relate to “loser” Lunch boy.
Jessica Shadian
political science senior

Loyalty oath is necessary
This is in response to your Sept. 27 editorial headlined “Loyalty Oath is Unnecessary.” Init, you scold the state for requiring
educators to sign an oath ofallegiance to the
American Constitution.
The state need not apologize for requiring employees to sign an oath toa document
that, although imperfect, has given freedom

to more people in the history of humanity
than any other constitution.
It is especially interesting that The Lumberjack, a first amendment institution, dis-

misses communism as a harmless philosophy.
Not long ago there were a group of students — like The Lumberjack editors —
who thought it was their God-given right to
protest and they protested against communism. However, their constitution did not
subscribe to freedom, so the students were

shot to death in Tiananmen Square, China.
In America, the reason why The Lumberjack editors after criticizing their country don’t have their brains blown out in the
Quad is because many before us have signed
the oath of allegiance to the American Constitution. And many more have given their
very lives, just so The Lumberjack editors

can have a forum.
If the editors and journalists in the free
world don’t realize with what constitution
their loyalty should rest, God help them.

will make a
difference, but
the difference

“In the race to
unite the two

eration (the only example ofa “real” woman
he used), today’s woman is more likely to
resemble his personality. Maybe he’ll befriend a nice womyn.

races, | think
th is was more of

(P.S. to David: Yes, I am playing with my
breasts right now, and I would fantasize

Professor Jones responds

depends on how

a hardship than

about havinga penis, but my understanding
is you can’t get it up for a half an hour after

I never cease to be struck by that aspect of
the ‘Humboldt Spirit’ that cannot separate
issues from personalities and seems vigilantly poised to spring at the slightest excuse
to vent its wrath over the latter. Given the
latent violence (he would raise the flag a
notch at news ofmy death) of George Green’s
reaction to my mis-titled column on the ups
and downs of the campus flag, I doubt it
would affect him to learn that I had contem-

“It absolutely

Farrakhan is
seen.”

orgasm— bummer!)

benefit.”

LARRY DEVITA
sociology graduate student
COMPILED

BY DAVID COURTLAND

JOHN LAWSON
AND HEATHER

PARKER

Lumberjack Staff

Letters and columns to The Lumberjack

must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday
before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

The Lumberjack
Humboldt State University
Nelson Hall East 6
Arcata, Calif. 95521
Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu
Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
* They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items
will not be considered.

* Items must be verified before they're

published. They need a signature, address
and phone number. Students must include
their major and year in school.

* Items are subject to editing for style and gr ammar, and may be condensed to fit
available space.

* Publication is not guaranteed.

environmental technology junior

wildlife senior

Letters policy

Anonymous letters will not be published.

Melissa Tucker

I am totally astonished at the depth of

ignorance displayed by Mr. Chrisman. I feel
sorry for anyone who is that out of touch
with over half the global population, not to

mention plain social mannerisms. It seems
obvious to me that Chrisman has had a
severe lack of positive feminine influences in
his life. I think his only confrontations with
females are bad episodes of ‘90210’ and

hours spent in the bathroom with Victoria’s
Secret catalogues.
I am a woman and have many friends,
both male and female. It horrifies me to
think that Liquid Lunch boy insinuates that
I sit around with my roommate in our underwear, fondling our breasts and painting
our toenails. I love to drink beer and watch
sports on TV, play sports and can probably
do more pull-ups than the majority of my
friends.
Don’t get me wrong, I wholeheartedly
agree with Chrisman that friendship is the
glue that puts together a relationship. However, friendships are obtained through mutual respect. It is chauvinistic pig-headed
men like Liquid Lunch boy who gives males
abad rap. I refuse to take the blame because

he sits around, scratching himself, picking
his teeth with dollar billsand dreaming about
the MTV super models who he can’t have
because they don’t exist. I do feel sorry for

Jose Cardenas
HSU alumnus

plated such an essay for decades and written
most of it years ago (including the passage
from “retired custodian” to “administrator’s
pet gopher”), repeatedly postponing publication in anticipation of responses of the ilk
of Mr. Green’s.
Respecting my insensitivity, Mr. Green
assumes too much. Angie and I had a very
special relationship. She was among my favorite campus personalities and I miss her
wonderful bubbling presence.

Moreover,

our having shared views on the subject at
hand, I know (as ‘sensitive’ Mr. Green apparently does not) that if there is an afterlife
and Angie is watching,
she is cheering me on
and having one rollicking belly laugh, as
well.
Vowing to prevent the flag’s being lowered upon my demise, Mr. Green has obviously missed my only point: the impropriety of lowering it for anyone at HSU. If,
then, both Mr. Green’s efforts and mine are
ignored, and I get wind of it, I vow to return

and haunt whomever is responsible for lowering that flag — and I’m bringing Angie
with me.

Tom Jones
interdisciplinary studies professor
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JAZZ TROMBONIST—"section"
player, second or third parts, with
The HSU PM Jazz Band! (a hot

band!!) Must be an HSU student.

snowboarding or our x-country ski
trip.
Lodging
included,

Please call 826-5441.
STUDENTS,

achieve your goals.

The time is right.

The public is

ready. The market is huge. Great

$ opportunity for go-getters.
for information
ext. 8251

Call

1-800-927-2527
11/1

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A
STARVING STUDENT—you have
a choice. Every time you make a
long distance phone call you could

be making money

back!

Excel

Tele. is a progressive, networking
phone company that pays the
people.
The rates are fantastic
and the business opportunity is
very unique.
Meeting at the
Unitarian Fellowship on Jacoby
Creek Road, Thursday October

12, from
available.
info.

NOTHING
TO
DO
FOR
THANKSGIVING?
Join Center
Activities on Nov. 18-22, Sat.-Wed
for our downhill skiing and
tranportation optional. Call 8263357 for more information.
LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE?
Come join Center Activities and
learn to surf Oct. 22.
Kayak,
windsurf or spend day whitewater
rafting Oct. 21. To sign-up, come
by Center Activities or call at
826-3357.
COME

826-9465

Center

(800)862-1982 Ext.33

for more information.

per month.
Room and board!
Transportation!
Male or female.

No experience necessary.
(206)545-4155 ext A60471.

Call
12/13

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out
how hundreds of students are

already earning FREE TRIPS and
CASH

with America's

#1 Spring Break company!

Sell

Vasque

Sundowner

OBO. Slightly broken in 826-0601.
MAC

SE/30, 20mb RAM, 230mb

H.D., extended keyboard, system

7.1,

$600 OBO.

Leave message

GRAPHING CALCULATOR, HP48G, brandnew! Never used! $150
OBO. Thermarest Pad and chair.

Used twice! $35. 825-7380.

TWIN BED.

available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N60471
12/13

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
—Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J60471
12/13

SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to $2000+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical
Employment Group:
0469 ext. V60471

(206) 63412/13

HIRING—

Earn up to $2000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. Noexperience necessary.
For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C60471
12/13

Includes frame and

box spring.

3 month use.

443-5157.

FREE ARCATA RADIO,
89.7
Anti-authoritarian radio for free
people

and

a

free

SHOPPING FOR THAT HARD TO
FIND ITEM? Check out what's for
sale in the Lumberjack Classifieds

$100.00 REWARD
for info leading
to the acquisition of the video tape

of the May 20, 1994 HSU Theater
Arts Department Brown Derby
Awards. Attorney Jason Singleton
441-1177.
10/25
THE disABLED
STUDENT
SUPPORT GROUP has a new
that

list

Census

24.6%

population

as

discount (just $2!).
e Deadline: Fri. 4p.m. before
Wednesday publication.

Wednesday - Sunday, 4:00 to
midnight. More info: 269-0393.
Support freedom! Support free
Arcataradio!

826-3259

BIG MONEY, NO WAMMIES
Lumberjack Classified Ads are a
great way to rid yourself of that
unwanted stuff.Call 826-3259.

SERVICES

ACAT

by
caring human_
contact.
Massage relaxes muscles and
relieves tension. Foot-reflexology.

Reidun Olsson

CMP

822-7247.

thesis,

mailing

transcribing.

lists,

and

443-6128.

tape

BODY PIERCING. Dorm orhousecalls by John

Lopez, formerly of

the Pleasure Center.
3497

of

statistics

the

U.S.

people

with

disabilities, we chose THE 25%
Contingent! You are not alone.
Come meet and network within
your community Wednesdays, 23:30pm, NHE-120.
825-7334
fmc7001 @ axe.humboldt.edu

Cable Channel 12

Community Access

Educational Access

Highlights of

HUMBOLDT THIS WEEK
Tuesday,

Oct. 24

This Week’s Schedule
Thurs. 19th
7:00 p.m.
1995 Humboldt Co. Folk

7 p.m.

12/13

Call 444-

Life Festival

News About HSU

Fri. 20th

and the North Coast

for appointment or info. 10/25

PERSONALS

Sat. 21st

WORMWOOD—You know how
we hate music. Do something
about Church of the Holy Family,
Sundays at 11am., 1757
J.,
Arcata—SCREWTAPE

WANTED

Want to
earn some

money?

Classifieds!

7:35 p.m.

Genealogical
Sun.

22nd

Library
8:00

p.m.

DOC IN THE BOX
Live, Viewer Call In
Topic- AIDS Awareness

Produced by
HSU Journalism Students

MYSTIC MOTORS |
What can you do to get
200,000 miles out of your car?
Practice

AUTO WELLNESS°
Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.

Sell your
stuff in the
‘Lumberjack

Report

A Tour of the Redwoods

What’s Up With KHSU?
Much More!

9:30 p.m.

Buzz Murduck

Halloween Safety

NOTICES

Using

office, Nelson Hall East.
e $5 /25 words. Student

society!

$150.

826-0376.

name!

CRUISE SHIPS NOW

High Tide rides. Foot of "F" Street.

at (707) 269-8478.

NATIONAL

Seasonal & full-time employment

sailing,

Gore-Tex 8 1/2m / 10 wsize. $80

4 PC. TAMA DRUM SET in good
condition available for $135 OBO.
Includes brand new snare stand
and head. Sherri, 822-7604.

HIRING—

kayaking,

rentals, lessons, group events,
sales, accessories, Lasers,
Hobies, keelboats.
Full Moon,

typing for you. We doclass papers,

only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose
Cancun,
Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida!
Call now!
Take a Break Student Travel.
(800) 95-BREAK!
11/29
PARKS

sea

ADVEN-

LET HENDERSON STREET
WORD PROCESSING do your

mateyaS
BOOTS:

BAY

ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata.
Massage transmits healing energy

Sell that stuff with
Lumberjack Classified Ads.
They work!

12/6

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT—
Students needed!
Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+

TURES,

Center Activities or call 826-3357

in 5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs
and
motivated individuals.
Fast,easy—no financial obligation.

OF

IT OUT!

7-9pm.
Childcare
Contact Kim for more

FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500

LOTS

CHECK

Activities has aquatic equipment,
snow
gear,
camping
and
backpacking gear, as well as
various
sporting
equipment
available for rental.
Come by

HUM-BOATS

e Place ads at University Ticket

Factory trained technician for

HONDA

¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul

¢ Fuel Injection Diagnosis
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

822-2596

826-3259

Alan Hunter

fax: 677-1617

Namaste

Master Technician
13 years experience

CALENDAR
noon in Nelson Hall West, 232.
826-3341.

is available at

Et Cetera

Saturday 21

¢“Peace-a-thon” sponsored by

CCAT.

at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka.

From 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Twenty-one and older. More informationis available at 445-0844.
e Club Karaoke at Club
West

with

Downtown

Curtis Brown, all country
and pop favorites. No cover
charge, 18 and older, doors
open at 8 p.m. More information is available at 444-

Workshops
¢ Beneficial Insects and Biological Control Workshop at
CCAT. Learn organic growing
methods using insects and biological controls. Free to the public. More information is available
at 826-3551.

¢ Resume Writing Techniques will be discussed
at a workshop prei
sented by the Career ee)
Center in Nelson Hall Ee
More

* Pianist Menahem

* Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

at noon.

information

is 9

availableat 826-3341, ===

Et Cetera

¢ Campus Recycling Program
meets at 5 p.m. at the Warren
House. More information is available at 826-4162.

* Cycle Learning Center Club
meets at 5 p.m. in Nelson Hall
East. More information is available at 825-8138.

* “Peace-a-thon” sponsored
by CCAT. From noon to 1 p.m.

Various faculty will speak to encourage student activism. More
information is available at 8263551.

Thursday 19
Music
* Karaoke with Downtown
Curtis Brownat the Harbor Lanes

Surfroom. No cover, 21 and older.

More information is available at
443-4533,

general and $13
for students and
seniors. More information is available at 826-3928.
¢ Vegas and Grumpy will per-

come, more information is available at 826-9328.

ery in the Sunnybrae Shopping

More information is available at
826-3566 or 826-5493.

Workshops

* Interviewing Techniques

will be discussed in a workshop

presented by the Career Center at

Thursday 19

Music
¢ Club Triangle at Club West.
those older than 18 welcome. Admission is $4 for those older than
21, $5 for those younger than 21.
More information is available at

444-CLUB.

822-6264 or 839-4451.
* Karaoke with Mike McKay at

Music
¢ CCAT’s 1995 Battery Drive

Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m. No

Benefit Concert at HSU’s Kate

cover, all ages welcome. More informationis available at 839-5820.
¢ DJ Dancing at Club West

Buchanan Room. all proceeds will
go to updating CCAT’s
battery bank. Admission is a minimum
donation of $5.
More information is
available at 826-

with Jamin’ Jack at 9 p.m. Drink

specials, 21 and older, no cover
charge. More information is available at 444-CLUB.

Theater

3551.
¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay at
Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m. No
cover, those younger than 21 welcome. More information is avail-

e “Measure for Measure” will

be presented by the Theater Arts
department at 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theatre. More information
is available at 826-3566 or 8265493.

able at 839-5820.

Theater

Et Cetera

e “Measure for Measure” by
Shakespeare will be presented by
the Theater Arts department at 8
p.m. in the
Van Duzer
Theatre.
More information is

goods, books and toys will be on
sale. More information is available

available at 826-3566 or 826-5493.

at 839-5264.

Et Cetera

Fund-raiser, a sunset cruise on

¢ “Gigantic Garage Sale”
sponsored by the Arcata Interfaith
Gospel Choir at the Presbyterian
Church,

¢ Marching

822-5238.

dentactivism. More information is

available at 826-3551.
¢Student-Run Writing Work-

,

Fe.

Second Session

Re

Leisure Classes

w.%

zISK
s ¢

{
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Pte.

* Homecoming Barbecue on
the Events Field at 11 a.m. Five
dollars for students, $7.50 for nonstudents.

¢ Kickoff against Chico State
at 2 p.m. in Redwood Bowl.
e All Alumni Reunion in the
Green and Gold Room
in

Founders Hall at 5 p.m.

¢ Auditions for HSU Theater
arts department production of
Woody
Guthrie’s
“Hard

Travelin” at 7 p.m. in Gist Hall 2.
Actors, singers and musicians are
needed. More information isavail-

able at 822-7099.
¢ Bosom Buddies, a support
group for women and families
who have experienced breast cancer meets at the Women’s Resource Center in Eureka from
5:30 to 7 p.m. More information
is available at 442-5239.

Tuesday 24
Music
¢ Karaoke with
Curtis Brown at the
reka. No cover, 21
More information is

Friday 20

Downtown
Pub in Euand older.
available at

442-3464.

Et Cetera
¢ Auditions for HSU Theater
Arts Department production of
Woody
Guthrie’s
“Hard
Travelin” at 7 p.m. in Gist Hall 2.
Actors, singers and musicians are
needed. More information is avail-

¢ The Golden Graduates of will
celebrate with the class of 1945 at

6 p.m. in Goodwin Forum. Free to
the class of 1945, $20 for Golden

Grads and guests.
¢ Homecoming Concert in the
Fulkerson Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
¢ Calypso Band Concert and
Dance in the West Gym at 8 p.m.
for students, alumni and staff. Free
for HSU students and Alumni Association members. General admission is $3.

Ongoing
Events
¢ Student Access Gallery presents ongoing shows of student
artists.
Windows;

Oct. 6 to 27
Pepper Gutherary and Dick
Assam

Foyer Gallery;
Oct. 13 to Nov. 3
Michael Bradely and Mark
Soderstrom
Karshner Lounge;
Oct. 20 to Nov. 10
Christine Dhein, Aviva Zohar
and Don Cain

e Chevye Datsun e Dodge « Ford e Honda e Subaru « Mitsubishi «

faculty will speak to encourage stu-

|

Et Cetera

¢ Alumni Art Exhibit Reception in the Reese Bullen Gallery at
5 p.m. Works from Floyd Bettiga
Lanore Cady, Tom Knight and
others will be presented.

able at 822-7099.

From noon to | various

Vee
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Lumberjacks

the Madaket at 6 p.m. Tickets are
$10. Tickets and more information is available at 825-7749 or

a garden, including weeding, sowing and harvesting. Free to the
public. More information is available at 826-3551.
¢ “Peace-a-thon” sponsored by

Me

11th and G in Arcata.

Furniture, clothing, household

¢ CCAT Vegetable and Herb
Garden Day, learn how to care for

CCAT.

Monday 23

more information is available at

night. Those older than 21 wel-

Shakespeare will be presented by
the theater arts department at 8
p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre.

at 8:30 p.m. No cover,

Center

drink specials from 9 p.m. to mid-

* “Measure for Measure” by

Homecoming
Weekend

form at the Sunnyside Pub & Eat-

* Karaoke with Mike McKay

Theater

about

High- energy dance and music
videos. Doors open at 9 p.m.,

are $17

Tickets

at the NorthCoast Inn. One dollar

come. More information is available at 822-4861.

Pressler

Hall at 8 p.m.

¢ HSU Sailing Club meets at 8
p-m. in the Depot. Beginners wel-

a film

KHSU’s on-air personalities will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Founders Hall 118 in celebration
of KHSU’s 35th anniversary.

will perform in Fulkerson Recital

Student Association meets at 7
p.m. in the Multicultural Center.
More information is available at
826-5929.

Friday 20

CLUB.

West 232

Music

dentactivism. More information is
available at 826-3551,

NUS

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay

¢ Air Fare,

Sunday 22

ee

Music

From noon to 1 various

faculty will speak to encourage stu-

Toyotae VW e Jeep

18

shop, presented by the HSU Literary Society. More information is
available at 826-2768.

WTOMOTIVE
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AS

e Guitar «

WORST PART, THOUGH,
THAT SUSIE DERKINS

Free Loaner Bicycles
New Fleet This Year

822-3770 =e aa
513 J St.

(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

BUT GET THIS!
I CHEATED HER!

T THINK YOUD Y On. Now

BETTER STUDY | DONT 1OV

F38@ Physical Yoga ¢
me Isshinryu Karate
YX,

ee ¢ Conga Drumming ¢ es
s

eTaiChiChuane
e Stained Glass «

®:

Brought to you by Redwood Automotive
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GOLD

NECTAR;

OATMEAL & BLACK CHERRY STOUT...

RED NECTAR;

HAPPENING AT THE BREWERY

WHAT'S
Monday

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL MADNESS
BUFFALO @ NEW ENGLAND
$1 beers when BUFFALO

:
.

scores

FISH TACOS ONLY 99¢

Tuesday x .Elephant

FREE T-shirt Raffle

Night

..ALL YOU CAN EAT Fish & Chips

Presents
OCT. 20
Zookeepers
Bluesy, Alternative

only $6.95

from 6-8p.0PEN MIC 9-11 PM

Pop from Hollywood, CA

HAPPY HOUR at the Brew Pub 5-7p.m.

;

Wednesdaay

OCT. 21

:
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ALL YOU : CAN EAT “Buffaio wings youg1S%Can , fe
ONLY

item

S5.95/person

Vay
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Pints

ONLY

Pitchers

$1.75/

ONLY

ff:

5-7 P.M.
Pitchers

“Thirsty Thursday”

Original Polyrhythmic

$5.25

9-11p.m.

Open Acoustic Jam
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;

-come one,

een

Awesome Beer

.

Specials/s- 10p.m.

eS

$4

NECTAR;

RED

NECTAR;

OATMEAL

come all

seen

- no cover

GOLD

|

Tuesday Nights

...KLAPPY HOUR
h

AR
UL
ve
Beer

Sound w/lead Saxaphone
from Mendocino, CA

Thursday
ss

|BFebeten eres

& BLACK

CHERRY

: FREE!!!

STOUT....

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

e
e
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e

CAPPUCCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
U

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to I am

y

AND

TUB

5

¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA e CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

